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Abstract

In the last decade, the need for computing efficiency has motivated the coming
forth of new devices, architectures, and design techniques. Approximate Computing
has emerged as a modern energy-efficient design paradigm for applications that
present inherent tolerance to errors. By reducing the accuracy of the results in
current applications, such as image processing, computer vision, and machine
learning, to an acceptable amount, savings in the circuit area, delay, and power
consumption can be achieved.
With the emergence of the approximate computing paradigm, many approximate
functional units have been reported in the literature, particularly approximate
adders and multipliers. For a plethora of such approximate circuits, and considering
their usage as building blocks for the design of approximate accelerators for errortolerant applications, a challenge arises: selecting those approximate circuits for a
given application that minimize the required resources while satisfying a defined
accuracy.
This dissertation proposes automated methods for designing and implementing
approximate accelerators built with approximate arithmetic circuits. To achieve it,
this dissertation addresses the following challenges and provides the subsequent
novel contributions:
• Many approximate adders and multipliers have been reported in the literature, either by proposing approximate designs from accurate implementations, such as the ripple-carry adder, or by generating them through Approximate Logic Synthesis (ALS) methods. A representative set of these
xxiii
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approximate components is required to build approximate accelerators. In
that sense, this dissertation presents two approaches to generate such approximate arithmetic circuits. First, AUGER is introduced, a tool capable
of generating Register-Transfer Level (RTL) descriptions for a broad set of
approximate adders and multipliers for different data bit-width and accuracy configuration. A Design Space Exploration (DSE) of approximate
components can be performed with AUGER to find those Pareto-optimal
for a given bit-width, approximation range, and circuit metric. Then, AxLS
is presented, a framework for ALS that allows the implementation of stateof-the-art methods, and the proposition of novel ones, to perform structural
netlist transformations and to generate approximate arithmetic circuits from
accurate ones. Moreover, both tools provide an error characterization, in the
form of error distribution, and circuit characteristics (area, delay, and power)
for each approximate circuit they generate. This information is essential for
the scope of this dissertation.
• Despite the tolerance to errors, approximate accelerators must be designed to
satisfy accuracy constraints. Hence, for the design of such accelerators using
approximate arithmetic circuits, it is imperative to assess how the errors introduced by approximate circuits propagate through other computations, either
accurate or inaccurate, and finally accumulate at the output. This dissertation
proposes analytical models to describe the error propagation through exact and approximate calculations. With them, an automated, compiler-based
methodology is proposed to estimate the error propagation on approximate
accelerators designs. This methodology is integrated into a tool, CEDA, to
perform fast, simulation-free accuracy estimations of approximate accelerator
models described using C code.
• In the design of approximate accelerators, repetitive gate-level simulations
and circuit synthesis consume a significant time to explore many, or even
all, possible combinations for a given set of approximate arithmetic circuits.
On the other hand, current trends for designing accelerators are based on
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools. This dissertation presents analytical models
for estimating the required computational resources when using approximate
adders and multipliers in approximate accelerators’ designs. Furthermore,
together with the proposed analytical models for accuracy estimation, these
models are integrated into a DSE methodology for error-tolerant applications,
DSEwam, to identify Pareto-optimal, or near Pareto-optimal, solutions for
approximate accelerators. DSEwam is integrated into an HLS tool to automatically generate RTL descriptions of approximate accelerators from C language
descriptions, for a given error threshold and minimization goal.
xxiv
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• The use of approximate accelerators must ensure that errors generated due
to approximations remain within a defined maximum value for a given
accuracy metric. However, the errors produced by approximate accelerators
depend on the input data, which can be different regarding the data used for
the design. This dissertation presents ECAx, an automated methodology to
explore and apply fine-grained, low-overhead error correction in approximate
accelerators, to reduce the cost of error correction at the software level, as
reported in the literature. This is performed by selectively correcting the
most significant errors produced by approximate components in terms of
their magnitude without losing approximations’ gains. The experimental
evaluation shows speedup improvements for the application in exchange for
a small area and power increment in the approximate accelerator design.

xxv
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Zusammenfassung

In den letzten zehn Jahren hat das Bedürfnis nach Recheneffizienz die Entwicklung neuer Geräte, Architekturen und Entwurfstechniken motiviert. Approximate
Computing hat sich als modernes, energieeffizientes Entwurfsparadigma für Anwendungen herausgestellt, die eine inhärente Fehlertoleranz aufweisen. Wenn
die Genauigkeit der Ergebnisse in aktuellen Anwendungen wie Bildverarbeitung,
Computer Vision und maschinellem Lernen auf ein akzeptables Maß reduziert
wird, können Einsparungen im Schaltungsbereich, bei der Schaltkreisverzögerung
und beim Stromverbrauch erzielt werden.
Mit dem Aufkommen dieses Approximate Computing Paradigmas wurden in
der Literatur viele approximierte Funktionseinheiten angegeben, insbesondere approximierte Addierer und Multiplizierer. Für eine Vielzahl solcher approximierter
Schaltkreise und unter Berücksichtigung ihrer Verwendung als Bausteine für den
Entwurf von approximierten Beschleunigern für fehlertolerante Anwendungen,
ergibt sich eine Herausforderung: die Auswahl dieser approximierten Schaltkreise
für eine bestimmte Anwendung, die die erforderlichen Ressourcen minimieren
und gleichzeitig eine definierte Genauigkeit erfüllen.
Diese Dissertation schlägt automatisierte Methoden zum Entwerfen und Implementieren von approximierten Beschleunigern vor, die aus approximierten arithmetischen Schaltungen aufgebaut sind. Um dies zu erreichen, befasst sich diese Dissertation mit folgenden Herausforderungen und liefert die nachfolgenden neuartigen
Beiträge:
xxvii
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• In der Literatur wurden viele approximierte Addierer und Multiplizierer
vorgestellt, indem entweder approximierte Entwürfe aus genauen Implementierungen wie dem Ripple-Carry-Addierer vorgeschlagen oder durch Approximate Logic Synthesis (ALS) Methoden generiert wurden. Ein repräsentativer
Satz dieser approximierten Komponenten ist erforderlich, um approximierte
Beschleuniger zu bauen. In diesem Sinne präsentiert diese Dissertation zwei
Ansätze, um solche approximierte arithmetische Schaltungen zu erstellen.
Zunächst wird AUGER vorgestellt, ein Tool, mit dem Register-Transfer Level
(RTL) Beschreibungen für einen breiten Satz von approximierten Addierern
und Multiplizierer für unterschiedliche Datenbitbreiten- und Genauigkeitskonfigurationen generiert werden können. Mit AUGER kann eine Design
Space Exploration (DSE) von approximierten Komponenten durchgeführt
werden, um diejenigen zu finden, die für eine gegebene Bitbreite, einen
gegebenen Approximationsbereich und eine gegebene Schaltungsmetrik
Pareto-optimal sind. Anschließend wird AxLS vorgestellt, ein Framework
für ALS, das die Implementierung modernster Methoden und den Vorschlag
neuartiger Methoden ermöglicht, um strukturelle Netzlistentransformationen
durchzuführen und approximierte arithmetische Schaltungen aus genauen
Schaltungen zu generieren. Darüber hinaus bieten beide Werkzeuge eine
Fehlercharakterisierung in Form einer Fehlerverteilung und Schaltungseigenschaften (Fläche, Schaltkreisverzögerung und Leistung) für jede von ihnen
erzeugte approximierte Schaltung. Diese Informationen sind für das Untersuchungsziel dieser Dissertation von wesentlicher Bedeutung.
• Trotz der Fehlertoleranz müssen approximierte Beschleuniger so ausgelegt
sein, dass sie Genauigkeitsvorgaben erfüllen. Für den Entwurf solcher Beschleuniger unter Verwendung von approximierten arithmetischen Schaltungen
ist es daher unerlässlich zu bewerten, wie sich die durch approximierte
Schaltungen verursachten Fehler durch andere Berechnungen ausbreiten,
entweder genau oder ungenau, und sich schließlich am Ausgang ansammeln.
Diese Dissertation schlägt analytische Modelle vor, um die Fehlerpropagation
durch genaue und approximierte Berechnungen zu beschreiben. Mit ihnen
wird eine automatisierte, compilerbasierte Methodik vorgeschlagen, um die
Fehlerpropagation auf approximierten Beschleunigerdesigns abzuschätzen.
Diese Methode ist in ein Tool, CEDA, integriert, um schnelle, simulationsfreie Genauigkeitsschätzungen von approximierten Beschleunigermodellen
durchzuführen, die unter Verwendung von C-Code beschrieben wurden.
• Beim Entwurf von approximierten Beschleunigern benötigen sich wiederholende Simulationen auf Gate-Level und die Schaltungssynthese viel Zeit,
um viele oder sogar alle möglichen Kombinationen für einen gegebenen Satz
von approximierten arithmetischen Schaltungen zu untersuchen. Andererxxviii
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seits basieren aktuelle Trends beim Entwerfen von Beschleunigern auf HighLevel Synthesis (HLS) Werkzeugen. In dieser Dissertation werden analytische
Modelle zur Schätzung der erforderlichen Rechenressourcen vorgestellt, wenn
approximierte Addierer und Multiplizierer in Konstruktionen von approximierten Beschleunigern verwendet werden. Darüber hinaus werden diese
Modelle zusammen mit den vorgeschlagenen analytischen Modellen zur
Genauigkeitsschätzung in eine DSE-Methodik für fehlertolerante Anwendungen, DSEwam, integriert, um Pareto-optimale oder nahezu Pareto-optimale
Lösungen für approximierte Beschleuniger zu identifizieren. DSEwam ist in
ein HLS-Tool integriert, um automatisch RTL-Beschreibungen von approximierten Beschleunigern aus C-Sprachbeschreibungen für eine bestimmte
Fehlerschwelle und ein bestimmtes Minimierungsziel zu generieren.
• Die Verwendung von approximierten Beschleunigern muss sicherstellen, dass
Fehler, die aufgrund von approximierten Berechnungen erzeugt werden, innerhalb eines definierten Maximalwerts für eine gegebene Genauigkeitsmetrik
bleiben. Die Fehler, die durch approximierte Beschleuniger erzeugt werden,
hängen jedoch von den Eingabedaten ab, die hinsichtlich der für das Design verwendeten Daten unterschiedlich sein können. In dieser Dissertation
wird ECAx vorgestellt, eine automatisierte Methode zur Untersuchung und
Anwendung feinkörniger Fehlerkorrekturen mit geringem Overhead in approximierten Beschleunigern, um die Kosten für die Fehlerkorrektur auf
Softwareebene (wie es in der Literatur gemacht wird) zu senken. Dies erfolgt durch selektive Korrektur der signifikantesten Fehler (in Bezug auf
ihre Größenordnung), die von approximierten Komponenten erzeugt werden, ohne die Vorteile der Approximationen zu verlieren. Die experimentelle
Auswertung zeigt Beschleunigungsverbesserungen für die Anwendung im
Austausch für einen leicht gestiegenen Flächen- und Leistungsverbrauch im
approximierten Beschleunigerdesign.
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It is better to be vaguely right than exactly wrong.
Carveth Read

1
Introduction

The discontinuation of Dennard scaling and the fading of Moore’s law have motivated the coming forth of new devices, architectures, and design techniques for
computing [TW17]. Nowadays, power and energy efficiency have become significant design concerns for modern computing systems. On the other hand, current
applications and workloads, such as image processing, computer vision, graphics,
machine learning, data mining, and financial and physical simulations, are part
of a set of applications classified as Recognition, Mining, and Synthesis [Che+08],
which have been reported as error-tolerant. This means that even in the presence
of deliberately introduced errors, these applications produce acceptable results as
a golden result does not exists, the application deals with noisy input data, or even
it presents iterative refinement [Ven+15].

1.1 Approximate Computing
In recent years, Approximate Computing has emerged as a novel energy- and latencyefficient design paradigm relevant to applications with inherent resilience to errors
[HO13; XMK16]. By accepting good enough results caused by imprecise calculations,
for instance, in image and video processing where the human perception plays a
major role, the computational quality (accuracy of results) is traded-off to reduce the
required computational effort (execution time, area, power, or energy). As depicted
in Figure 1.1, this tolerance to inexactness has been exploited at different abstraction
layers [Sta+20]. For instance, non-critical computations are skipped at the software
level, architectural changes are introduced in arithmetic blocks at the architecture
level, or operation voltage is lowered at the circuit level [XMK16]. Many more
1
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Software
Loop perforation, Approximate scheduling,
Memoization, Energy-aware compiler optimizations, etc.
Architecture
Approximate cache, Load value approximation,
Approximate accelerators, Approximate-aware ISA, etc.

This Dissertation
Circuit
Approximate arithmetic circuits (aders, multipliers),
Precision scaling, Voltage scaling, etc.
Figure 1.1: Approximate computing at different abstraction layers. Different approx-

imate computing techniques have been proposed and applied at different abstraction
layers (based on [LLS20]).

approximate computing techniques have been reported in the literature than those
in Figure 1.1. Still, these show the need to exploit this design paradigm to improve
computation efficiency at all layers where computation occurs.
Recent work has proposed to exploit inherent resilience to errors in applications
by using approximate accelerators [XMK16]. In general, hardware accelerators
have reported significant benefits for reducing energy consumption, and they have
been used to overcome the utilization wall challenge [Con+14]. In a nutshell, an
accelerator is used to offload a highly-frequent and compute-intensive section of an
application to dedicated hardware, while a host processor executes the rest of the
application. Accelerators can be in the form of a GPU, a DSP, or a specialized FPGA
design. From the approximate computing perspective, approximate accelerators
exploit error resilience as frequently-executed, but error-tolerant sections of an
application are performed by dedicated approximate hardware designs [Sha+16;
Esm+12].
One approach proposed is to implement these accelerators as neural networks
and take advantage of the approximate nature of the results produced by this
computational model [Esm+12; Mor+15]. Another approach proposes the usage of
approximate arithmetic circuits to replace exact calculations in hardware accelerator designs [Maz+16; Sha+16]. Nevertheless, many approximate adders [Mah+10;
Gup+13; Sha+15] and multipliers [Mah+10; BMH14; HBR15; Zen+17] have been
reported in the literature. For an ongoing number of such approximate arithmetic
circuits, and considering their usage in building approximate designs, such as
approximate accelerators, a question arises: given a design for an error-tolerant ap2
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plication and a set of approximate components, which approximate arithmetic circuits
should be used to minimize the computational effort, for instance, the required area, delay,
power, or energy, while satisfying a defined accuracy? Traditional approaches required
exhaustive synthesis and simulation of by-hand designed approximate accelerators,
which might be infeasible due to the large design space even considering a reduced
set of approximate arithmetic circuits. For instance, to satisfy accuracy constraints
in these accelerators, required to guarantee good enough results despite the onpurpose errors, it is imperative to assess how the errors introduced by approximate
circuits propagate through other exact and approximate computations, and finally
accumulate at the output. This is, in particular, crucial to enable the high-level
synthesis of approximate accelerators.
Bridging the gap between many approximate arithmetic circuits and the automated
design and implementation of approximate accelerators is crucial to further enable
cross-layer approximate computing [Sha+16].

1.2 Dissertation Contribution
This dissertation proposes the automated design of approximate accelerators using
approximate arithmetic circuits. As depicted in Figure 1.1, this dissertation can be
placed between the circuit and architecture layers, but from the computer-aided
design perspective. The contributions of this dissertation, and their relationship,
are depicted in Figure 1.2.

Approximate Arithmetic Circuits
In the literature, many approximate adders and multipliers have been reported.
To automate the design of approximate accelerators, a representative set of these
approximate components is required. In Chapter 3, this dissertation presents two
approaches to generate such approximate arithmetic circuits. First, AUGER is
introduced, a tool capable of generating Register-Transfer Level (RTL) descriptions
for a broad set of approximate adders and multipliers for different data bit-width
and accuracy configuration. A Design Space Exploration (DSE) of approximate
components can be performed with AUGER to find those Pareto-optimal for a
given bit-width, approximation range, and circuit metric. Then, AxLS is presented,
a framework for Approximate Logic Synthesis that allows the implementation of
state-of-the-art methods, and the proposition of novel ones, to perform structural
netlist transformations and to generate approximate arithmetic circuits from accurate ones. Moreover, both tools provide an error characterization, in the form
3
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Approximate
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Circuits

Accuracy
Estimation Ch.4

HLS
Approximate
Accelerators Ch.5

Resource
Estimation Ch.5

Error
Correction Ch.6
Figure 1.2: Contributions of this dissertation. The chapter number is indicated where

each contribution is presented in this dissertation.

of error distribution, and circuit characteristics (area, delay, and power) for each
approximate circuit they generate. This information is required to define analytical
models for accuracy and resource estimation presented within this dissertation, as
those models are based on the information of the approximate arithmetic circuits.

Accuracy Estimation

For the automated design of approximate accelerators built with approximate
arithmetic circuits, it is essential to count with models to estimate the accuracy
of approximate accelerator designs. Despite the tolerance to errors, approximate
accelerators must limit the output error to satisfy accuracy constraints. In Chapter 4, this dissertation proposes analytical models to describe the error propagation
through exact and approximate computations, considering approximate additions
and multiplications as source of errors. These models are defined with the individual error characteristics of approximate arithmetic circuits, as provided by the
contribution in Chapter 3. With these analytical models, an automated, compilerbased methodology is proposed to estimate the error propagation of approximate
accelerators models described at the software level.
4
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Resource Estimation
In the design of approximate accelerators, repetitive gate-level simulations and
circuit synthesis consume a significant time to explore many, or even all, possible
combinations for a given set of approximate arithmetic circuits. To speed up the
exploration of many approximate accelerator designs, this dissertation presents
resource estimation models in Chapter 5. As the accuracy models, these models
are derived using the information of approximate circuits, adders and multipliers,
provided by the contribution in Chapter 3.

High-Level Synthesis of Approximate Accelerators
With the generation of approximate arithmetic circuits and analytical models to
estimate accuracy and resources in approximate accelerator designs, in Chapter 5,
this dissertation presents a high-level synthesis approach to automatically generate RTL descriptions of approximate accelerators from C language descriptions.
This is performed for a given error threshold and minimization goal, and using
approximate adders and multipliers. To achieve it, a DSE methodology is proposed
that takes advantage of the analytical models for accuracy and resource presented
in this dissertation, to find Pareto-optimal, or near Pareto-optimal, solutions for
approximate accelerators.

Error Correction
The use of approximate accelerators must ensure that errors generated due to
approximations remain within a defined maximum value for a given accuracy
metric. In Chapter 6, this dissertation presents an automated methodology to
explore and apply fine-grained, low-overhead error correction in approximate
accelerators. These accelerators can be automatically generated, as proposed in
this dissertation or designed by hand. The main idea behind this error correction
methodology is to reduce the cost of error correction at the software level, as
currently reported in the literature. This is performed by selectively correcting
the most significant errors produced by approximate circuits, in terms of their
magnitude, without losing the gains of approximations. For this contribution,
the analytical models for accuracy estimation presented in Chapter 4 are crucial
to enable a fast exploration of error correction’s effect in the output accuracy of
approximate accelerator designs.
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Man muss viel gelernt haben, um über das, was
man nicht weiß, fragen zu können.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau

2
Background and Related Work

This chapter presents common principles, notions, and definitions used throughout
this dissertation.

2.1 Approximate Arithmetic Circuits
As discussed in Chapter 1, with the coming forth of Approximate Computing (AxC)
as an energy- and accuracy-aware design paradigm, many approximate arithmetic
circuits have been proposed, mainly approximate adders [VBI08; Mah+10; KK12;
Sha+15] and multipliers [BMH14; HBR15]. A quick search in the Scopus database1
shows more than 1400 publications related to AxC in the last decade, and about 37%
of those works correspond to approximate adders or multipliers. The main idea
behind this approximate circuits is to perform the mathematical operations faster
or with less area, power, or energy than the accurate circuits while introducing
errors in the results.
In the literature, several methods have been proposed to generate approximate
circuits from accurate descriptions, for instance, by transforming gate-level representations of the circuit [Ven+12; HMV16; Zer+16; SAP18; Cas+20a] or exploiting
delay in non-critical circuit paths [AH18]. However, the dominant trend has been
to propose approximate designs directly from accurate counterparts [Jia+17a].

1

The search was performed on September 22th, 2020.
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Figure 2.1: Operations profile for a set of error-tolerant applications. For most of these

applications, additions and multiplications are the dominant operations.

Other approximate arithmetic circuits have been proposed, for example, approximate dividers [HBR16]. However, this dissertation focuses on approximate adders
and multipliers to built approximate accelerators, as they are the most common
operations in a wide range of applications [VBI08]. For instance, consider the
following error-tolerant applications: Sobel filter, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 Gaussian filter
(G.3 × 3 and G.5 × 5), Sharpen filter, Laplace filter, sum of absolute differences (SAD), and a 5-tap FIR filter. Figure 2.1 presents a profile of the required
mathematical operations for these applications. As it can be noticed, in most of
these applications, excluding SAD, 75% or more of the operations correspond to
additions and multiplications, and, for instance, none have division as a significant
operation.
As many approximate arithmetic circuits have been proposed, and are still being
proposed in the community, this chapter does not cover them extensively. Although
the main idea is to reduce the complexity of the arithmetic circuits, some of the key
concepts behind these approximate units are here mentioned. Extensive evaluations
of approximate arithmetic circuits have already been reported in the literature [JHL;
Jia+16; Jia+17b; Jia+19].

Approximate Adders: In the literature, two main approaches have been proposed
regarding approximate adders. The first considers the substitution of 1-bit full
adder (FA) for simplified versions [Mah+10; Gup+13; Yan+13; Dut+16; AKL16],
aiming to reduce the power consumption of the addition. This type is known
as low-power (LP) approximate adder. For instance, Figure 2.2 depicts an 8-bit
approximate adder built from a Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA). This adder, named
Lower-part-OR adder (LOA), replaces the 1-bit additions of least significant bits
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Figure 2.2: An 8-bit LOA approximate adder. This approximate adder, called Lower-

part-OR adder (LOA), approximates the addition by using an OR gate to add the LSB
[Mah+10].
B [7:4]

A [7:4]

sub-adder 3
S [8:6]

B [5:2]

A[5:2]

sub-adder 2
S [5:4]

B [3:0]

A[3:0]

sub-adder 1
S [3:0]

Figure 2.3: An 8-bit GeAr approximate adder. An 8-bit approximate adder, Generic

Accuracy Configurable adder (GeAr), uses multiple overlapping sub-adders to perform
the addition [Sha+15].

(LSB) performed by a FA with a single OR gate. By doing so, for instance, the
required area is reduced as fewer logic gates are needed. Also, the circuit delay
is reduced, as the carry propagation chain is cut. For this LOA example, area and
power delay are reduced by about 35%, respectively, compared to an 8-bit RCA.2
The second type of approximate adder is known as high-performance (HP) approximate adder. For this approximate adders, the addition is computed by breaking
the carry propagation chain of the exact addition and using multiple (sometimes
overlapping) sub-adders to generate the addition result, aiming to reduce the
latency of the computation. Figure 2.3 depicts an example of an HP approximate
adder. This adder, called Generic Accuracy Configurable adder (GeAr), performs
an N-bit addition using multiple sub-adders of smaller size. In this example, an
8-bit addition is done by three 4-bit adders. The most significant R-bits of the
sub-adders are considered as resultant bits, and they are used in the actual result.
The remaining P-bits, known as previous bits, are used to estimate the carry propagation to the upper bits. As shown in Figure 2.3, only the sub-adder 1 contributes
with all its partial result to the final result, while sub-adder 2 and 3 provide 2 and
3 bits to the result. This 8-bit GeAr example reduces the delay in 40% with respect
to an 8-bit RCA.3
2
3

Considering a synthesis performed with Synopsys Design Compiler and the NanGate 15 nm technology library.
Same synthesis tool and technology library as before.
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Most of the reported HP approximate adders in the literature, such as ACA-I
[VBI08], ACA-II [KK12], ETAII [ZGY09], and GDA [Ye+13], can be implemented
as a configuration of GeAr [Sha+15]. This helps to reduce the representation of
various HP approximate adders to a single proposed design.

Approximate Multipliers: For approximate multipliers, the technique applied to
reduce their complexity depends on the topology of the accurate multiplier used
as a base. For instance, carry-in predictions can be made to reduce latency in a
Wallace Tree Multiplier [BMH14], dynamic and fast bit selection can be applied to
reduce the size of the multiplier [HBR15], or rounding of operands performed to
the nearest exponent of two [Zen+17]. Also, partial product perforations have been
applied to accurate multipliers [Zer+16], approximate multipliers have been built
from smaller approximate 2x2 multipliers [Reh+16], approximate 4-2 compressors
have been proposed to design approximate Dadda multipliers [Mom+15]. Even
the LOA LP approximate adder has been used to present approximate versions of
array-based multipliers [Mah+10].

2.2 Approximation Error
As part of the design of approximate accelerators, the error generated due to
approximate arithmetic circuits needs to be represented and measured. This is
particularly useful, as the use of approximations in error-tolerant applications is
limited to allow the application to produce results with the sufficient accuracy
required.

2.2.1 Representation
In this dissertation, a Probability Mass Function (PMF) is the main form used
to represent the error distribution of approximate circuits and accelerators. A
PMF denotes the probability P of a discrete random variable X to be equal to
a determined value x. This is expressed as p X ( x ) = P ( X = x ). For the case of
approximate circuits and accelerators, a PMF allows the representation of each
Error Distance, ED, and its probability of ocurrance, p. The ED is defined as:
ED = |Oiac − Oiax |
10
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Figure 2.4: Error distribution for two 8-bit approximate adders. Errors in LP approxi-

mate adders appear with low ED but higher frequency in comparison to HP approximate
adders, where adders have a higher ED but with lower frequency. These two 8-bit approximate adders correspond to LOA [Mah+10] and GeAr [Sha+15], previously described.

which is the arithmetic distance between the result generated by an accurate (O ac )
and an approximate (O ax ) circuit (or accelerator) for identical input data (i) [LHL13].
Figure 2.4 presents two PMFs representing the error distribution of two approximate adders. As can be noticed, errors in LP approximate adders, like the LOA,
appear with low ED values and a higher probability of occurrence than the errors
for an HP approximate adder, like the GeAr, for which errors have a higher ED but
with lower probability. Interestingly, the errors for an HP approximate adder correspond to power values of 2, or combinations of them, due to errors are produced
by carry-in mispredictions, as the original adder carry chain is broken.
The error distribution of any approximate arithmetic circuit can be estimated
through circuit simulations and using representative input data. However, for
some of these circuits, their error distribution can be generated through analytical
methods [Maz+17b; Maz+17a; Wu+19; Han+20], eliminating the need of timeconsuming simulations.
For the case of approximate accelerators, this dissertation proposes a methodology
to estimate their error distribution (Chapter 4). Using only the error distributions
of individual approximate arithmetic circuits used in an approximate accelerator
design, analytical rules are presented to model the interaction of errors generated
with other accurate and approximate computations and obtain an output error
distribution.

2.2.2 Metrics
An error metric measures how much the results an approximate circuit or accelerator deviates from the accurate ones. Different error metrics have been reported
11
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and used in the AxC literature [LHL13; Mra+17; Vas19], which can be derived
from the error distribution represented as a PMF. While each of them presents
challenges and advantages, three error metrics are widely used for the scope of
this dissertation.
The first is Error Rate (ER), which denotes the total probability of error for an
approximate circuit or accelerator. As depicted in Figure 2.4, the values in the
x-axis, the ED, represent the error values produced by each approximate adder. The
probability of having no errors, i.e., p X (0), is 1 − ER. For both PMFs in Figure 2.4,
the probability of no having errors is depicted out of the axis. Also, in Figure 2.4,
for the LP approximate adder case, it can be observed that it presents a higher ER,
0.581, compared to the HP approximate adder, 0.125.
A second error metric is Worst-Case Error (WCE). WCE represents the maximum
error generated by an approximate circuit or accelerator, despite its probability of
occurrence, and it is defined as:
WCE = max |Oiac − Oiax |
∀i

(2.2)

From the PMFs in Figure 2.4, WCE = 4 and WCE = 128 for the LP and HP approximate adders, respectively. A third error metric used widely in this dissertation is
Mean-Error Distance (MED). MED is the weighted average of all ED [LHL13]:
n

MED =

∑ EDi · p(EDi )

(2.3)

i =0

which can be calculated from the information in the PMF. For the approximate
adders in Figure 2.4, the LP and HP approximate adders have 1.37 and 7.50 for this
MED metric, respectively.

2.2.3 Accuracy and Quality
Accuracy and quality are two important terms that have been used indistinctly
equal in AxC contributions reported in the literature. For this dissertation, the
accuracy of an approximate circuit or accelerator is measured with error metrics, as
the accuracy is considered not application-dependent. On the other hand, quality
is an application-dependent evaluation of an approximate accelerator’s results,
and for it, specific quality metrics are required. In this dissertation, the automated
design of approximate accelerators is performed for given accuracy constraints.
12
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Still, quality evaluations take place to assess the degradation of the results at the
application level.
In this dissertation, three quality metrics are used. Mean Squared Error (MSE) is
one of them. MSE is a way to assess the fidelity of a signal, and it is defined as
[WB09]:

MSE( ac, ax ) =

1
N

N

∑ (Oiac − Oiax )2

(2.4)

i =0

where ac and ax are sets containing all accurate and approximate results, respectively, for the same input data set. With MSE, a degree of similarity or error/distortion between two signals can be assessed.
In the context of image processing, the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is widely
used, which is a converted version of the MSE. PSNR is defined as [WB09]:

PSNR = 10 log10

L2
MSE

(2.5)

where L is the dynamic range of the value a pixel can take, in the context of image
processing. For the case of a grayscale image and using 8-bits for representation,
that means L = 255.
Also related to image processing, in this dissertation, the Structural Similarity
(SSIM) index is used as an image fidelity metric [Wan+04]. The SSIM aims to
represent better the way the human visual system evaluates the quality in an
image, and it is defined as:

SSIM

= l ( ac, ax ) · c( ac, ac ) · s( ac, ax )

 
 

2µ ac µ ax + C1
2σac σax + C2
σac,ax + C3
=
·
·
2 + σ2 + C
σac + σax + C3
µ2ac + µ2ax + C1
σac
2
ax

(2.6)

where l ( ac, ax ) is the similarity of local patch luminances (brightness values),
c ( ac, ac ) is the similarity of local path contrast, and s ( ac, ax ) is the similarity of
local patch structures [WB09]. These local similarities are expressed in terms of
statistics that are computed to obtain a local SSIM evaluation.
One challenge faced by AxC is that the errors produced by an approximate accelerator not only depend on the approximations applied but also in the data that is
processed [Mah+16]. For instance, an approximate accelerator designed to meet a
13
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Data3
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Figure 2.5: Quality as a function of input data. In approximate computing, the quality

depends on the data processed and the quality metric used.

Table 2.1: Quality results for a single accuracy Sobel approximate accelerator and

different data set. Even though the quality evaluated with PSNR metric is similar for
these four test images, the quality estimated with SSIM produce different results.

Data set

MED

PSNR (dB)

SSIM

sails

14.23

22.92

0.86

plate

15.05

22.46

0.65

cameraman

16.92

21.53

0.61

lena

16.30

22.00

0.59

specific, single accuracy can produce results with different quality of results for
different data processed, as motivated in Figure 2.5.
Consider a Sobel filter designed to meet a MED = 15 as an accuracy constraint.
Four different test images are used as test data with this accelerator. As shown in
Table 2.1, just for one of the test images, sails, the accuracy threshold is met. On the
other hand, for all test images, the quality is similar when evaluated with the PSNR
metric, approximately 22 dB. However, when the SSIM index is used for assessing
the quality of the results, very different results are obtained, ranging from 0.86
to 0.59 for the sails and lena test images, respectively. These results confirm that
accuracy and quality in AxC are two related but different aspects.

2.3 Approximate Accelerators
By definition, hardware acceleration is the use of specialized hardware to perform
tasks more efficiently compared to a general processor [Con+14]. In that sense, an
accelerator is used to offload a highly-frequent and compute-intensive section of
an application to dedicated hardware, while the rest of the application is executed
14
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Host
Processor

Approximate
Accelerator

Interconnection

Memory
Figure 2.6: Simplified diagram of a system architecture. This diagram considers that a

host processor connects to one (or more) approximate accelerator.

by a host processor, aiming to reduce the execution time of the application and
increasing the throughput, and in many cases, reducing the energy consumption.
Accelerators can be in the form of a GPU, a DSP, or a specialized design on an
FPGA.
From the point of view of AxC, approximate accelerators exploit error resilience
as frequently-executed, but error-tolerant sections of an application are executed
by dedicated approximate hardware designs [Sha+16; Esm+12]. By doing so, additional benefits can be achieved, such as application speedup improvement or
energy reduction. Figure 2.6 shows a simplified diagram of a system architecture
depicting a host processor and an approximate accelerator interconnected through
a standard on-chip interface alongside a memory system. In this sense, the approximate accelerator is designed to execute error-resilient parts of the host processor’s
applications. Such an approximate accelerator is built to achieve a defined accuracy
during design time. Although just one approximate accelerator is shown, many
could be designed and deployed in a system. It is even foreseen the development of
multi-accelerator platforms, where a diverse set of accelerators with different accuracy is available to a group of processors, providing high flexibility and adaptivity
and allowing applications to meet their accuracy and quality constraints while
minimizing the required resources [Sha+16].
Existing work has proposed the design of approximate accelerators using neural networks [Esm+12] or approximate functional units, particularly approximate
adders and multipliers [Sha+16; Maz+16]. This dissertation focuses on the automated design of approximate accelerators using approximate arithmetic circuits.
As many approximate adders have been proposed considering an RCA as a base, a
skeptical observation could point to better use parallel-prefix adders that present
smaller delays compared to RCA, if the goal is to reduce the delay of an accelerator
15
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of parallel-prefix and approximate adders. Delay compari-

son of parallel-prefix adders and RCA-based approximate adders, individually and in
approximate accelerator designs.

by using approximations. As can shown in Figure 2.7, parallel-prefix adders such
as Brent-Kung Adder (BKA) and Kogge-Stone Adder (KSA) present delays 38%
and 63% smaller than an RCA, respectively. Just for the case of Ladner-Fischer
Adder (LFA), the RCA presents a delay smaller, about 10%.4
However, combinations of state-of-the-art LP and HP approximate adders can
produce smaller delays than using these parallel-prefix adders when building
approximate accelerators. As depicted in Figure 2.7, using LP and HP approximate
adders, such as LOA and GeAr, a delay nearly 15% smaller is obtained by an approximate version (App) of a 3 × 3 vector multiplication compared to an accelerator
built using KSA (KSA-based). On the other hand, the approximate version for this
evaluation consumes about 35% less power.

4

Evaluation performed using 106 uniform distributed input test vectors and Synopsys Design Compiler
with the TSMC 65nm technology library.
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3∗3 = 7
Result of a 2x2-bit approximate multiplier to
keep the result to 3 bits [KGE11].

3
Generating Approximate Arithmetic Circuits

The goal of this dissertation is the automated design of approximate accelerators,
particularly using approximate arithmetic circuits as building blocks. To achieve it,
first, it is necessary to have these approximate arithmetic circuits to then proceed
with the design of accelerators.
This chapter presents two contributions for the generation of approximate arithmetic circuits. First, AUGER, a tool to generate and characterize approximate arithmetic circuits reported in the literature, is presented. This tool provides registertransfer level (RTL) implementations and functional models, at the software level,
of approximate adders and multipliers. This is performed for different proposed
designs of approximate adders and multipliers, and different approximation levels.
It also provides a characterization of the circuits generated in terms of area, delay,
and power, for a given technology library.
Second, AxLS, a framework for approximate logic synthesis (ALS) techniques based
on netlist transformations, is presented. AxLS is a novel, open-source framework
with which existing ALS methodologies can be implemented, and new techniques
can be proposed. With AxLS, automated methods can be developed to automatically

The content of this chapter is based on the work originally published in [Her+20]:
D. Hernández-Araya, J. Castro-Godínez, M. Shafique, and J. Henkel: “AUGER: A Tool for Generating
Approximate Arithmetic Circuits”. In: 2020 IEEE 11th Latin American Symposium on Circuits & Systems
(LASCAS),
and [Cas+20a]:
J. Castro-Godínez, H. Barrantes-García, M. Shafique, and J. Henkel: “AxLS: An Open-Source Framework for Netlist Transformation Approximate Logic Synthesis”, In: 3rd Workshop on Open-Source EDA
Technology (WOSET), 2020.
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generate approximate versions of accurate arithmetic circuits described at RTL.
Additionally, AxLS performs a characterization of the circuit resources and error
distribution of the circuits generated.
Both contributions have been made open-source, allowing their utilization by the
research community and their extension to newer approximate arithmetic circuits
and newer ALS techniques based on netlist transformations.

3.1 A Tool for Generating Approximate Arithmetic
Circuits

As discussed in Section 2.1, an increasing number of approximate arithmetic circuits
has been reported in the literature, mainly approximate adders and multipliers.
Selecting those that properly fit an application, reducing resources, and achieving
a specific accuracy constraint is cumbersome. Comparisons of state-of-the-art
approximate adders and multipliers have been reported [JHL; Jia+16; Jia+17b], but
if such approximate circuits are expected to be used in approximate designs, they
must be first implemented. Additionally, the characterization of such approximate
arithmetic circuits, in terms of the resources required and error generated, can
speed up the design space exploration of approximate accelerators. This is because
the impact in savings and accuracy degradation can be faster estimated than
performing iterative circuit synthesis and simulations [Cas+18; Cas+20c], as it is
presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation.
This section presents AUGER, an Approximate Units GenERator. AUGER1 is a
tool to generate approximate adders and multipliers that have been proposed
and reported in academia. AUGER generates the register-transfer level (RTL)
descriptions of the circuits. It provides a software model for the arithmetic circuit
generated, which can be used to assess its impact on the application accuracy or
quality of results at the software level. AUGER uses industrial circuit simulation
and synthesis tools to provide a characterization of the components generated in
terms of area, power, delay, and error distribution. This information is useful for
comparison among other similar approximate circuits, as presented in this section.

1

AUGER is an open-source contribution and it is available at https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/AUGER.
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3.1.1 Description
Figure 3.1 depicts AUGER and its interaction with commercial tools to synthesize
and simulate circuits to characterize each circuit generated. AUGER receives the
design for one of the supported approximate arithmetic circuits to be generated
(see 1 in Figure 3.1). This implies the type of component, defined by its name,
and parameters, such as bit-width and approximation level, according to the approximate circuit design. For instance, for approximate adders, this can include the
number of approximate less significant bits (LSB) or bit-width of the sub-adders.
Due to approximate arithmetic circuits can be built with different configurations,
they can present different accuracy results and savings.
Using the design characteristics, AUGER employs a set of predefined templates
(see 2 ) to generate: the corresponding RTL description in Verilog HDL (.v), a
software model of the component in C language (.c), a set of 106 random uniformly
distributed input vectors (.txt), generated accordingly to the input bit-width, and
a set of scripts to perform synthesis and simulations (.tcl) for the generated approximate circuit (see 3 ). A simple formal verification of the design is performed
using the results of the RTL simulation (see 4 ) and the internal execution of the
generated software model. This allows guaranteeing that the design generated
corresponds to the given parameters, but also, the software model can be used to
carry out accelerator design explorations using high-level models.
For the scope of AUGER, ModelSim is used for circuit simulations, both at presynthesis and post-synthesis level. The results of the verification are used to form
an error distribution of the approximate arithmetic circuit generated, esentially for
those approximate circuits that no analytical model has been proposed to obtain
their error distribution [Maz+17b; Maz+17a; Wu+19]. Figure 3.2 shows two probability mass function (PMF) to represent the error distribution (see Section 2.2) for
two different 8-bit approximate adders generated by AUGER. As described in Section 2.2, from this distribution, different error metrics, for instance, error rate (ER),
mean error distance (MED), and worst-case error (WCE), can be obtained, which are
useful to assess and compared the accuracy of the generated approximate circuit.
This error distribution can be later used for error propagation estimation when
using the generated approximate circuit in the design of approximate accelerators
[Cas+18].
The approximate arithmetic circuit design is then synthesized for minimum delay
using Synopsys Design Compiler and for a given technology library (see 5 ). Area
and delay characteristics, as well as preliminary power estimations, are obtained
from the synthesis reports. A post-synthesis characterization is performed with
19
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Figure 3.1: Main components in the AUGER tool. The AUGER tool generates an RTL

for the bit-width and approximate configuration provided. AUGER relies on standard
commercial tools for circuit simulation and synthesis to provide a characterization of
the approximate arithmetic circuits.

Synopsys PrimeTime and a gate-level netlist simulation to obtain better power
consumption estimations for the approximate circuit (see 6 ).

3.1.2 Evaluation
In this section, three scenarios of analysis for different approximate arithmetic
circuits generated with AUGER are presented, particularly for approximate adders
and multipliers, as they are the primary operations present in error-tolerant appli20
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Figure 3.2: Error distribution for two 8-bit approximate adders generated with

AUGER. The error characterization is obtained with AUGER, either with simulations or
analytical methods.

cations, as discussed in Section 2.1. Results have been generated using the TSMC
65 nm technology library.

LP approximate adder

A first comparison scenario can be performed for low-power (LP) approximate
adders. In such adders, exact 1-bit full adders are replaced for inexact counterparts,
and they are used to calculate the LSB of the addition. AUGER can be used to
compare new proposed adders against existing ones. For this, consider that an
approximate full adder has been proposed, such that s and cout bits are calculated
as:
s = ( a ⊕ b) ∨ cin

and

cout = a ∧ b

Seven 10-bit low-power approximate adders from the state-of-the-art, including one
using the proposed approximate full adder, are compared. These adders include the
Lower-part-OR Adder (LOA) [Mah+10], two variants of the Approximate Mirror
Adder (AMA) [Gup+13], one from the Approximate XOR/XNOR-based Adders
(AXA) [Yan+13], the Carry-Free Adder (CFA) [Dut+16], and one variant of the
Inexact Adder by Cell Replacement (InXA) [AKL16]. For each adder, the 5 LSB bits
have been approximated. Figure 3.3 presents normalized values, with respect to an
accurate 10-bit ripple-carry adder (RCA), for the delay, area, power, and powerdelay-product (PDP). The lower these normalized values are, the more savings are
achieved. The error rate (ER) is here used to assess the accuracy of the approximate
adder. In this case, a lower ER means a smaller probability of the adder to generate
erroneous results.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of LP approximate adders. The proposed replacement for a

1-bit full addition is compared against other reported LP approximate adders. Each one
corresponds to a 10-bit approximate adder with the 5 LSBs approximated.

As can be noticed from Figure 3.3, the proposed approximate adder presents good
savings in terms of PDP and, in comparison to its peers, slightly surpassed by the
AMA3 and InAX1. However, the proposed approximate adder has the smallest ER
compared to all approximate adders presented, being more accurate in this sense.
Besides this comparison of potential new LP approximate adder designs, with
AUGER, it is possible to perform exhaustive explorations to find those Paretooptimal configurations from a set of reported approximate adders. In Figures 3.4
and 3.5, different configurations have been explored for 17 different LP approximate
adders reported in the literature. The exploration has been made for 16 and 32 bitwidth and considering up to half of the output bits to be approximate. This means
137 and 273 different approximate adders explored for each case. Figures 3.4 and
3.5 show a set of dominant configurations for each circuit metric and considering
MED as error metric. Consider the particular case of area exploration for 16bit LP adders in Figure 3.4. As depicted in the graph, different configurations
of the AMA5 [Gup+13] LP approximate adder are Pareto optimal for moderate
large MED tolerable. This also confirms what is presented in Figure 3.3, where
the AMA5 configuration is the one with a lower area concerning the other LP
approximate adders compared. Similar to for area, for the other metrics, the Paretooptimal configurations can be extracted and selected, if desired, for the design of
approximate accelerators.

HP approximate adders

High-performance (HP) approximate adders correspond to those in which the
addition is performed by a set of sub-adders, as described in Section 2.1. In many
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Figure 3.4: Exploration for 16-bit LP approximate adders. With characterization per-

formed by AUGER, it is possible to find those Pareto-optimal LP approximate adders
and their aproximate configuration, in this case for 16-bit adders and MED as error
metric.
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Figure 3.5: Exploration for 32-bit LP approximate adders. With characterization per-

formed by AUGER, it is possible to find those Pareto-optimal LP approximate adders
and their aproximate configuration, in this case for 32-bit adders and MED as error
metric.
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Figure 3.6: Exploration of 8-bit GeAr approximate adders. Comparison of all possible

and valid 8-bit combinations for GeAr approximate adders. A set of these configurations
are Pareto-optimal solutions with respect to the rest.

cases, for a given bit-width, several possible configurations of overlapping subadders can be generated. For instance, for a 16-bit GeAr adder [Sha+15], there
are 22 different valid configurations. In fact, the GeAr adder can assume other
HP approximate adders in its configuration, such as ACA II [KK12] and GDA
[Ye+13]. When using GeAr, and for an N-bit addition, the most significant R-bits
of the sub-adders are considered as resultant bits, and they are integrated as part
of the final result, while the remaining P-bits, defined as previous bits, are used to
estimate the carry propagation to upper bits.

Figure 3.6 presents a comparison in terms of PDP and MED for 20 of the valid
16-bit GeAr adder configurations. The GeAr configurations are denoted as (R,P)
in Figure 3.6. As it can be noticed, and considering PDP as an energy estimation,
there is a set of optimal configurations placed along the Pareto front. For instance,
the (6,4) configuration present smaller PDP with respect to (2,8) and (3,7), for
similar MED values. Although the delay is significantly reduced for some nonoptimal designs, power consumption exceeds due to the additional hardware used
in the several sub-adders required. This means that that GeAr designs consume
more energy (normalized PDP > 1) compared to a 16-bit RCA. From this type
of comparison that can be performed with characterized approximate arithmetic
circuits generated by AUGER, it is possible to select better those that minimize the
required resources while meeting a defined accuracy threshold.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of two types of approximate multipliers. Comparison of two

different 16-bit approximate multiplier approaches.

Approximate multipliers

To compare approximate multipliers generated with AUGER, consider two very
distinct designs from the state-of-the-art, particularly one that presents different
levels of approximations per input bit-width [HBR15], and another that presents
a single configuration per input bit-width [Zen+17]. Figure 3.7 presents characterization values for some of these approximate multipliers normalized with
respect to an exact array multiplier. Although the RoBa multiplier presents a single
configuration for each bit-width, it is capable of obtaining good total power consumption improvement, about 70%. DRUM configurations can achieve even better
power improvement, such as DRUM4, but introducing a MED about two orders of
magnitude higher with respect to the RoBa.
It is also noticeable that DRUM configurations can overpass an accurate multiplier
power consumption while still reducing its delay, but keeping the errors smaller
than for other DRUM variants. If the delay is the design constraint, this could
be the right candidate as delay improvement is obtained while not introducing
significant errors.

3.2 A Framework for Approximate Logic Synthesis
Many efforts have been made to design approximate arithmetic circuits from
their accurate implementations to reduce their size, delay, and power consumption
[XMK16]. For instance, one effort focuses on reducing the circuit’s supply voltage
to lower the power required, allowing timing errors [Mia+12], and relaxing the
synthesis of specific non-critical delay paths [AH18]. Other significant effort aims
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Figure 3.8: Characterization of four 8-bit approximate adders generated from an exact

adder. Normalized values for delay, area, and power are depicted for different accuracy
threshold. The adders were generated using the circuit carving technique [SAP18].

to perform functional approximations in which the functionality of an application,
at register-transfer level (RTL) circuit or gate-level netlist, is simplified to trade-off
accuracy for performance.
Regarding this second effort, different Approximate Logic Synthesis (ALS) methods
have been proposed to generate approximate circuits from accurate implementations automatically. In the literature, three main approaches to exploit functional simplification have been reported [Sca+20]: structural netlist transformation
[Sch+17; SAP18], Boolean rewriting [WQ16; HTR18], and approximate high-level
synthesis [LJG17; Cas+20c].
For netlist transformations, various techniques have been reported, mostly based
on the node pruning of a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) representations of the circuit
netlist. For instance, nodes are pruned iteratively according to the significance they
present to the final output and the toggle activity they have [Sch+17]. Another
technique performs exhaustive exploration of all possible subsets of nodes that
can be removed without surpassing a given error threshold [SAP18]. Figure 3.8
depicts the circuit properties for 8-bit approximate adders generated for a given
worst-case error (WCE) (see Equation (2.2)) under this technique. As depicted, the
goal is to reduce the resulting circuit’s complexity, reflected in a reduction in its
circuit metrics, while having a target accuracy for a specific error metric as a design
constraint.
For the case of Boolean rewriting techniques, open-source contributions have
been made [HTR18; MHR19]. However, to explore and implement current ALS
techniques based on netlist transformation, develop methods for error modeling to
avoid exhaustive simulations, and propose new netlist transformation approaches,
an open-source framework that enables it is still missing.
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This section presents AxLS2 , a novel, open-source framework for ALS techniques
based on structural netlist transformations. With AxLS, existing ALS methodologies
can be implemented and new ones proposed. This section describes this novel
framework and provides an experimental evaluation for arithmetic circuits.

3.2.1 Description
AxLS is a framework for ALS techniques based on the concept of structural netlist
transformations. Figure 3.9 depicts the main components of this framework. As
shown, AxLS takes as an input the Verilog RTL description of the circuit to be
approximated. A netlist is generated for a specific standard cell technology library
using a synthesis tool. From the same technology library, particularly from the
Verilog simulation models, a description of the basic gates is extracted into an XML
file. Then, using this cell description, a representation of the netlist is generated
with a custom netlist to XML function (v2xml). XML files are easy to retrieve,
manipulate, and save; for that reason, it was chosen for the netlist’s internal representation. Figure 3.10 presents a code snippet of a toy netlist representation
with XML, using the NanGate 15nm technology library. Figure 3.11 shows a DAG
representation for this netlist example, generated from the XML representation.
Each node corresponds to a gate in the netlist, while primary inputs and outputs
are indicated.
As depicted, a post-synthesis simulation can be performed to obtain gate-level
switching activity values (saif file). This information can be included in the XML
netlist representation as part of each node’s properties, and it can be further used
to guide the netlist transformation criteria [Lin+11]. Other characteristics, such as
significance or weight, and fan-out can be calculated from the netlist and added to
each node [Bro+15].
With an XML representation of the netlist, approximation criteria can be applied
to transform the netlist. As previously mentioned, gates can be pruned one by
one considering their switching activity and impact on the output error [Sch+17].
Genetic algorithms can also be used to mutate the netlist into approximate versions
by interchanging gates with wire connections [MVS19], or output pruning can be
applied by removing all logic gates that affect a specific circuit output bit. AxLS
provides the capability to implement such types of techniques to modify and
transform the netlist.
2

AxLS is an open-source contribution and it is available at https://github.com/ECASLab/AxLS.
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Figure 3.9: Overview of the AxLS framework. An XML representation of the synthe-

sized netlist is created to manipulate it according to approximation criteria that can
be defined within AxLS. AxLS uses external tools for synthesis and simulation of the
accurate and approximate versions of the netlist.

Regardless of the netlist transformation technique followed, an accuracy threshold
is required for a defined error metric. This accuracy target is used to assess if the
approximations applied creates an approximate netlist that still produces acceptable
results. According to the approximation criteria implemented within AxLS, a
Verilog file with the approximate netlist can be generated from the transformed
XML description, using a custom XML to netlist function (xml2v). This Verilog
file generation is performed every time the accuracy of an approximate version is
evaluated. The generated netlist is always based on the gates available in the cell
library used for the synthesis.
Although recent techniques have been proposed to reduce the simulation dependency [Sca+19; Ech+20], by default, AxLS relies on gate-level simulations for
accuracy assessment. The approximate netlist can be simulated to produce their
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<root>
<node name="INV_X2" var="u19">
<input name="A1" wire="n14" />
<output name="ZN" wire="n16" />
</node>
<node name="OAI21_X1" var="u23">
<input name="A1" wire="n14" />
<input name="A2" wire="n20" />
<output name="ZN" wire="n21" />
</node>
<node name="NAND2_X2" var="u33">
<input name="A1"
wire="n16" />
4 Automatic Hardware Generation
Tool
23
<input name="A2" wire="n14" />
<output name="ZN" wire="S[1]" />
• input/output. Those tags are used to represent a connection between a logic gate
</node>
and an internal [circuit
... ]wire. It contains the following attributes.
<circuitinputs>
– name: Name of the input/output of the circuit. Obtained from the Technology
<input var="in[0]"/>
Library used <input
to synthesize
the circuit.
var="in[1]"/>
– wire: Name</circuitinputs>
of the cable to which the wire is connected in a given input/output.
<circuitoutputs>
– delete** : If true,
the logic
needed exclusively to produce this wire signal could
<output
var="S[0]"/>
be deprecated.
<output var="S[1]"/>
</circuitoutputs>
Using this format,
the circuit is represented as a list of nodes in XML, each node
</root>

represents a logic gate with their inter-connections to other gates. An example of
the XML file is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 3.10: Example of XML code for netlist description. Primary inputs and outputs,

gates and their connections are easily represented with XML code.

<?
="1.0"
="UTF-8"?>
<roo >
<node
="INV_X2"
=" 19">
<inp
="A1"
=" 14" />
1
0
<o p
="ZN"
=" 16" />
</node>
<node
="OAI21_X1"
=" 23">
14
20
14
20
<inp
="A1"
=" 14" />
<inp
="A2"
=" 20" />
<o p
="ZN"
=" 21" />
19
14
23
24
</node>
<node
="NAND2_X2"
=" 33">
<inp
="A1"
=" 16" />
16
21
24
<inp
="A2"
=" 14" />
<o p
="ZN"
="S[1]" />
</node>
33
32
[ ... ]
<circ i inp
>
<inp
=" [0]"/>
<inp
=" [1]"/>
</circ i inp
>
<circ i o p
>
S1
S0
<o p
="S[0]"/>
<o p
="S[1]"/>
</circ i o p
>
</roo > Figure 3.11: DAG representation of an XML netlist example.

AxLS provides custom
functionality to perform graphical representations of the netlists during the transformaFigure 4.2: Sample of the circuit represented as an XML file.
tion process.

Some of the benefits of this representation is that these files could be saved and
loaded quickly. The Python Element Tree library allows searches inside the structure
as if it were a database using XPath syntax. XPath syntax could search XML tags
filtering them by their attribute values or navigate through the circuit. For example,
with the following line:
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root.findall("./node/input[@wire=’n54’]/..")
The algorithm gets every node which has an input connected to wire n54. Once
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innacurate outputs. AxLS provides functionality to compare the approximate results against accurate ones to generate a PMF for the error representation, from
which error metrics can be calculated, as described in Section 2.2. Although not
depicted in Figure 3.9, the corresponding testbench is required for any simulation,
which generates an output file with the approximate results. For this, representative
test vectors are also required according to the input bit-width of the circuit to be
approximated.
Once an approximate netlist is generated with satisfactory accuracy, according to
the defined approximation criteria, the synthesis tool can be used to obtain circuit
metrics such as area, delay, and power consumption.

3.2.2 Evaluation
The current state of AxLS has been implemented using Python language, and the
internal representation of the netlist using XML files, as previously mentioned. As
depicted in Figure 3.9, AxLS relies on external tools for synthesis and simulation.
Currently AxLS uses the Yosys tool [Wol] for circuit synthesis and circuit area estimation, and Icarus Verilog [Wil] for netlist simulation. The results here presented
were obtained using the NanGate 15nm technology library. For the simulations
performed, 500K test vectors from a random uniform distribution were used for
each input data of the circuit. Other distributions, such as normal, Weibull, or
exponential, can also be integrated into AxLS.
An evaluation of AxLS for arithmetic circuits, particularly standard adders, is
presented. As approximate criteria, here called as InOuts, the following netlist
transformation steps have been followed:
• Considering a primary input constant, all affected nodes (gates) are explored.
A node is considered constant if all its inputs are constant, and then all
dependencies of such node are explored. Each of the considered nodes is
pruned, one by one, and the accuracy is checked at each step. If the output
error goes beyond the given threshold, the last pruning step is reversed, and
other nodes are further explored.
• After exploring from the perspective of the inputs, nodes are explored considering a primary output constant. All nodes affecting such output are
considered, and a one by one pruning is also performed with accuracy evaluations after every step. Similar to before, if the output error goes beyond the
given threshold, the last pruning step is reversed, and other nodes affecting
the output are explored.
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Figure 3.12: Accurate netlist. DAG representation of the accurate netlist of a 4-bit ripple-

carry adder synthesized with the NanGate 15 nm technology library.

• For those nodes and outputs removed, a 0 value is assigned. For instance,
nodes depending on others pruned will receive a 0 logic value as input
instead of the expected result previously provided by the missing node.
• For this evaluation’s scope, these steps are repeated for the half LSB of the
inputs and outputs. For instance, for a 16-bit adder, this is applied first for
the first LSB at the inputs and then for the 8 LSB of the output.
Consider a 4-bit RCA for an example with AxLS. Figure 3.12 depicts the netlist for
the accurate implementation. The approximate netlist, shown in Figure 3.13, has
been generated following the steps described and for a WCE = 8 as an accuracy
threshold. As can be noticed from the error distribution in Figure 3.14, the higher
error produced has an ED=6 with a very low probability (about 2%), which meets
the accuracy constraint given. From this error distribution, internally generated by
AxLS, other error metrics [MVS19] can be included and calculated in AxLS. Besides
WCE, AxLS can generate approximate circuits using the MED as accuracy metric.
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Figure 3.13: Approximate netlist for WCE = 8. DAG representation of an approximate

4-bit ripple-carry adder, generated with AxLS for a WCE = 8 constraint, from the netlist
depicted in Fig. 3.12. Nodes marked (in red) are selected to be pruned.
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Figure 3.14: Error distribution for the approximate netlist. The higher error generated

has a ED = 6, which meets the WCE constraint used to guide the netlist transformation.

Figure 3.13 shows that the resulting approximate netlist depends solely on two of
the most significant bits of the inputs. Just two of the output bits are calculated,
while the others (not depicted in the diagram) are defined as 0. For nodes that
had a dependency on pruned gates, for instance, _036_, the remaining wires
_00_ and _01_ will drive a 0 logic value, as described for these exemplary netlist
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Figure 3.15: Evaluation using AxLS for three 16-bit adders. Both described approx-

imate criteria, InOuts and PP-based, were used to generate approximate netlist for
different accuracy thresholds.
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transformation steps. Also, from Figure 3.13, it is possible to observe the remaining
dependency on the carry-in, cin, for calculating the output bits out_3 and out_4,
as most of the gates that produce these primary outputs are preserved in order to
achieve the desired accuracy.
To compare results with those generated with InOuts, an implementation based
on the probabilistic pruning technique (PP-based) [Lin+11] has been implemented
within AxLS. The goal of this technique is to prioritize the pruning of those nodes
that change little. For instance, it begins by pruning nodes that produce 100%
of the time a result equal to 1 or 0, for all the test input data, which means it is
not toggling. Once a node is removed, other nodes depending on that pruned
node’s output receive a constant input value, which corresponds to the value the
pruned node was driving most of the time. Whenever a node is pruned, the circuit’s
accuracy is evaluated and compared against the given accuracy threshold. Then,
PP-based continues with those nodes with a higher percentage until the accuracy
is reduced but satisfying the given threshold.
Figure 3.15 presents results for the evaluation for three different 16-bit parallelprefix adders: Brent-Kung adder (BKA), Kogge-Stone adder (KSA), and LadnerFischer adder (LFA). Approximate netlists have been generated for different accuracy thresholds and WCE and MED error metrics, using both described approximation criteria, InOuts and PP-based. As the circuit’s metrics are obtained with
the Yosys tool, just the circuit area values are reported.
In general, Figure 3.15 illustrates how the circuit’s area is reduced as higher errors
are tolerate. With the steps in InOuts, it is possible to obtain more area savings then
the results from PP-based, achieving up to 18% more area savings with the InOuts
technique. However, it is interesting to notice that for some accuracy targets, the
same area savings are obtained, for instance, for MED and WCE metrics from
value 70. This is because no further netlist modifications can be applied without
degrading the accuracy beyond the defined threshold.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, two approaches have been presented for the generation of approximate arithmetic circuits. The first, AUGER, is a tool capable of generating RTL
descriptions and characterizations of approximate adders and multipliers reported
in the literature. The second, AxLS, is a framework that allows the implementation
of ALS techniques based on netlist transformations to generate approximate netlist
descriptions from accurate RTL implementations. The evaluation performed shows
both approaches’ capability to provide approximate arithmetic circuits that can be
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used for the automated design of approximate accelerators. As both contributions
have been made open-source, this allows their usage by the scientific community and their extension to newer approximate arithmetic circuits and newer ALS
techniques based on netlist transformations.
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All models are wrong, but some are useful.
George E. P. Box

4
Modeling Error Propagation

Error estimation is a cornerstone of Approximate Computing (AxC) [Sca+20]. This is
essential for the automated design of approximate accelerators built with approximate arithmetic circuits. Despite the tolerance to errors, approximate accelerators
must limit the output error to satisfy quality constraints, whether defined by the
application, the developer, or even the end-user. The use of approximate arithmetic
circuits in accelerators imposes the challenge of understanding how the error introduced by each approximate circuit behaves and propagates through other exact
and approximate computations, and finally, how it accumulates at the output.
This chapter presents a novel compiler-driven methodology for estimating the error
propagation to the output of an approximate accelerator. Using as a base a set
of analytical rules to model the error propagation for individual calculations, a
model is defined to estimate the propagation of error distributions represented as
a probability mass function (PMF). These rules consider the propagation of errors
through other approximate and accurate arithmetic computations. Since the design
of accelerators is carried out in conjunction with the source code of the application,
this methodology proposes to use the source code of the function to be accelerated
as an input. A custom-defined pragma directive is defined to annotate the code and
indicate which accurate operations are replaced by approximate ones. A modified
compiler is proposed to handle these annotations and append metadata to the

The content of this chapter is based on the work originally published in [Cas+18]:
J. Castro-Godínez, S. Esser, M. Shafique, S. Pagani, and J. Henkel: “Compiler-Driven Error Analysis
for Designing Approximate Accelerators”. In: 2018 Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference &
Exhibition (DATE). 2018, pp. 1027–1032.
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Figure 4.1: Motivation example. In this example, up to three additions can be replaced

by approximate ones. The ER and MED increase with the number of approximate adders.

intermediate representation of the code. This information is later used to statically
analyze the code, using error propagation models previously determined, to obtain
an error distribution of the output.
The contribution of this chapter has been integrated into a tool called CEDA.1
This tool uses pragma-based annotated C/C++ source code as input. With these
annotations, exact calculations are replaced by approximate to perform a static
analysis of the error propagation and estimate the output error distribution.

4.1 Motivation
Consider three additions arranged as a tree of additions, as presented in Figure
4.1a. Each adder (s1 , s2 , s3 ) can be replaced by an approximate adder that shows
an Error Rate (ER) of 0.19 and a Mean Error Distance (MED) of 40.0. Figure 4.1b
depicts the increment of ER and MED as the number of additions replaced by
approximated changes. When the approximate adder replaces just s1 , the error
metrics at out correspond to the ones produced by only one adder (ER = 0.19,
MED = 40.0). In this case, the other exact additions do not have an impact on the
error metrics.
When all adders are replaced, the ER and MED at out are 0.46 and 48.5, respectively. Estimating these values make possible the selection of adequate approximate
circuits to comply with a defined error tolerance. For instance, if the additions
presented have an accuracy limit of 45.0 for the MED metric, replacing s1 and
s2 for the mentioned approximate adder can satisfy this constraint. These two
1

CEDA is an open-source contribution and it is available at https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/CEDA.
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approximate additions produce a MED of 44.1, as depicted in Figure 4.1b. These
error estimations are required to guide the design space exploration of approximate accelerators, and thus select the approximate circuits that meet the accuracy
threshold of a design while, for instance, reducing delay or power consumption.

4.2 Error Estimation for Approximate Desings

Existing work has proposed different approaches to estimate the output error at the
approximate component and accelerator level. Statistical and analytic models have
been presented to characterize the error produced by approximate circuits such as
adders [Maz+17b; AHS17] and multipliers [Maz+17a]. Given that this dissertation’s
focus is on approximate accelerators, these models [Maz+17b; AHS17; Maz+17a]
can serve as an input.
For approximate accelerators, some current works employ exhaustive simulations or Monte Carlo simulations [Li+15], while others define an input data set
[KCS16] or use interval and affine arithmetic [HLR11; HLR12]. Capturing error
statistics through simulations produces accurate characterizations, but they are
time-consuming, particularly when considering diverse configurations for an arithmetic circuit. For the other cases, the characterization precision is limited because
the error metrics are sensitive to the input distribution. Other works use analytical formulations [Cha+13; Lee+16] but limiting the applicability to a small set of
approximate circuits. Once the error characterization for an arithmetic circuit is
achieved, the output error in a hardware block, involving exact and approximate
calculations, is determined by defining error propagation rules [HLR11; HLR12;
Li+15], or by performing regression analysis [Cha+13] or curve fitting [KCS16] to
establish prediction equations. For the latter approaches, if the design or the circuits
used changes, it is necessary to obtain new prediction equations by performing the
proposed methods again.
Most of these works require detailed simulations to estimate final error propagation.
This is a limitation to explore a vast design space when multiple configurations of
approximate arithmetic circuits are considered, for instance, while performing highlevel synthesis of approximate accelerators. This chapter proposed an analytical
methodology for estimating the error propagation, not requiring simulations, and
using only the error distributions of the approximate arithmetics used.
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Figure 4.2: Set up for error propagation modeling. Results x and y, produced by ap-

proximate adders, are used as inputs to other accurate and approximate computations
to model the error at the output z.

4.3 Models for Error Propagation
Error propagation estimation requires models representing the interaction between
errors produced by approximate arithmetic circuits and other accurate and approximate computations. Through exhaustive experimentation [Tic98], and using
results produced by approximate adders, a set of propagation rules or patterns can
be established.
Consider the diagram in Figure 4.2. The inputs a, b, c, and d are error-free values
added by two approximate adders, whose error distribution is known. The error in
x and y depends on whether the addition produces an error or not, and depending
on the input values and the adder configuration. Here, Op is replaced by accurate
operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, shift left, shift right, or division.
Also, an approximate addition and multiplication are considered for Op.
By analyzing the results of the individual computations for every replacement of
Op, a set of analytical rules has been derived to estimate the error propagation. For
addition, the output error (ez ) is defined as:
ez = e x + ey + e+

(4.1)

which is the addition of the input error of both addends, ex and ey ). If an approximate addition replaces Op the output error considers the error introduced by the
approximate adder itself, e+ , along with the error of the addends.
For the subtraction, the output error is the difference between the error of both
operands:
ez = e x − ey
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As in a regular subtraction, the order of the operands affects the output error, and
this can lead to errors that can be reduced and even eliminated.
The multiplication presents an especial condition, as the output error has an
intrinsic dependency on the input values of the multiplication:

ez = x · ey + y · e x + e x · ey + e×

(4.3)

where e× is the error introduced by the approximate multiplier. In case of an
accurate multiplication, e× = 0. This means that even the error propagated through
an accurate multiplication does not just depend on the input error, as for the
addition, but also on the values to be multiplied.2 However, for many error-tolerant
applications, such as in a FIR filter or a neural network, the multiplication is
performed between a variable, which can have an error associated, and a constant
value, which reduces the expresion in Equation (4.3) to:

ez = y · e x + e×

(4.4)

considering y as the constant value, which is known, and y as the variable with error.
The previous expression even considers the general case of using an approximate
multiplier.
For shift left and shift right, the error propagates through the computation experimenting an increment or decrement of its magnitude, respectively. For the case
in Figure 4.2, y represents the number of bits that x needs to be shifted. Thus, the
input error of x is multiplied or divided by 2 to the power of y, if a shift left or
right is required, respectively.
ez = e x · 2y

(4.5)

ez = ex /2y

(4.6)

For the case of division by a constant value (which is common in error-tolerant
applications, such as image processing kernels), the output experiences an effect

2

The propagation rules obtained for addition and multiplication confirm previous presented equations
in [Li+15].
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similar to the shift right, so that it is decremented. Considering y as the constant
value:
ez = ex /y

(4.7)

The models previously presented have been determined for single error values.
However, they can be applied to error distributions represented by a PMF. Considering the PMFs of the errors produced by approximate adders as distributions
of independent discrete and random variables, the addition of two PMFs is the
convolution of their probability distributions. If p Z (z) = P ( Z = z) is the error
distribution after an accurate addition (as for Op in Figure 4.2), and Z = X + Y,
then,
pZ (z) =

∑ p X ( z − y ) pY ( y )

(4.8)

y

where p X ( x ) and pY (y ) are the PMFs for x and y. This formulation also applies to
subtraction. However, before performing the convolution, it is required to invert the
ED values for the subtrahend PMF. For the product of two PMFs, this is calculated
as the joint probability of p X ( x ) and pY (y ), Z = XY, for two independent discrete
random variables. Then,

p Z (z) = p X,Y ( x, y)

=

∑

P ( X = x, Y = y)

∑

P ( X = x ) P (Y = y )

x ∈ X,y∈Y

=

(4.9)

x ∈ X,y∈Y

considering all pairs of values ( x, y ) that X and Y take. For shift left and right,
the ED of the input error distribution is scaled by a factor of 2y , as previously
described. So,
p Z ( z ) = 2y · p X ( x )
pZ (z) =

pX ( x)
2y

(4.10)

(4.11)

represent the error propagation after shift left and shift right, respectively. In these
shift operations, the ER for each ED does not change. When the multiplication is
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Figure 4.3: Example of error propagation for addition and subtraction. Error propaga-

tion estimation after an accurate addition and a subtraction. The error distribution of
two HP approxiamte adders was used as input error distributions x and y.

between a constant value and one with errors, the effect in the error propagated is
similar as for shift left:
pZ (z) = y · pX ( x )

(4.12)

and for the division, similar to the shift right:

pZ (z) =

pX ( x)
y

(4.13)

Figure 4.3 depicts the PMFs for the error propagated after an accurate addition
and subtraction, considering that the errors distributions of x and y have been
generated by HP approximate adders. In this case, the results obtained by applying
the propagation models for error estimation, produce identical results as for Monte
Carlo simulations.

4.4 Estimation of Error Propagation
Using the previous rules, by exploring where the errors are introduced and how
they propagate, it is possible to estimate the error propagation at the output of
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Figure 4.4: DFG representation of a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel. Approximate adders po-

tentially replace the additions in the kernel.

an approximate accelerator design. Representing the accelerator as a Data Flow
Graph (DFG), an algorithm based on Depth-First Search (DFS) [SW11] is proposed
to explore all the nodes in the DFG starting from the output to the inputs. All the
nodes on which the output has a data dependency must be visited.

Consider the DFG for a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel, as depicted in Figure 4.4. The
output error distribution is calculated starting from the shift right operation at the
output. From it, the error distribution of its predecessors is requested, in this case,
the adder s8 . This adder, in turn, needs the error propagated by the adder s7 , and
so on, until the inputs are reached. For instance, considering that just adders s1
and s2 are replaced by approximate adders, once those nodes are reached, the error
they generate is determined according to its configuration, with analytical models
for HP approximate adders, or previous characterization for the LP approximate
adder. Because the inputs are considered as error-free, the error propagated after s1
is the error generated by itself. The same occurs for s2 . Both inputs to adder s5 now
present errors, and the error propagated after s5 is computed for the case of an
accurate addition of two input error distributions, as introduced in Equation (4.8).
This error distribution is propagated through s7 and s8 with no change because no
other errors are generated in other computations, and the final error distribution
propagated is only affected by the shift right at the end. This estimation process is
generalized in Algorithm 1.
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ALGORITHM 1: DFS-based Error Propagation Estimation.
Input: DFG;
Output: PMF;
computeError(node);
foreach parent ∈ node.parent do
if parent == instruction then
parent.Error ←− computeError(parent);
end
else
parent.Error ←− 0 ;
end
end
errorPropagation(node.Error, node.parent.Error);

4.5 CEDA Tool
The proposed methodology has been implemented into a tool called CEDA:
Compiler-driven Error Analysis for Designing Approximate Accelerators. Figure 4.5 shows its major components. An annotated C/C++ source code and an
error model file are required to perform an estimation of the error propagation.
The source code corresponds to the application where the introduction of errors
in a function or kernel is explored. A custom directive, #pragma approx, indicates
to a modified Clang compiler when an accurate addition or multiplication is replaced by an approximate one, as depicted in the code example of Figure 4.6. In
Figure 4.6, the gear wrp 8 1 4 of the pragma points the type of adder used for
the evaluation (in this case GeAr) with its configuration (bit width w, resultant r,
and propagation bits p; in this example 8, 1, and 4, respectively).
The modified Clang compiler handles this pragma and appends this information
as metadata in the Intermediate Representation (IR) of the code, as shown in
Figure 4.6. The error analysis stage (Fig. 4.5) takes the code as IR and creates a DFG
representation. The metadata allows identifying which operations, represented
as DFG nodes, are then approximated. The error model input corresponds to the
definition of the error representation (i.e., as PMF) and the set of error propagation
models previously presented. The error analysis follows the proposed methodology
to estimate the error propagated to the output as a PMF. This information can then
be related to specific error metrics such as MED, as described in Section 2.2.2.
The error propagation analysis is performed statically, eliminating the need for
simulations and the associated computing time. However, the CEDA tool provides the possibility to obtain output error distributions through simulations. The
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Figure 4.5: Main components of the CEDA tool. The .bc and .ll files contain the LLVM

intermediate representation (IR) of the annotated source code, the error model, and the
approximate library. Both error analysis and simulation are carried out using the IR.

void prog(int64_t* out, int64_t a, int64_t b, int64_t c) {
#pragma approx gear wrp 8 1 4
int64_t r = a + b;
int64_t m = r + c;
out[0] = r;
out[1] = m;
}

define void @prog(i64* nocapture %out, i64 %a, i64 %b,
i64 %c) #0 {
entry:
%add = add nsw i64 %a, %b, !approx !1
%add1 = add nsw i64 %add, %c
store i64 %add, i64* %out, align 8
%arrayidx2 = getelementptr inbounds i64, i64* %out, i64 1
store i64 %add1, i64* %arrayidx2, align 8
ret void
}
!1 = metadata !{metadata !"gear", i32 8, i32 1, i32 4}

Figure 4.6: Example annotated code and LLVM IR. In this example code, the custom

pragma annotation (above) can be noticed and its corresponding IR (below). Also, notice
the metadata added regarding the approximation at the bottom of the IR.
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metadata in the IR is used to determine which additions to replace by a function
invocation and to provide the parameters required. This function mimics the execution of an approximate adder. For this, a library of approximate adders and
multiplier is required as an input to this tool, as shown in Figure 4.5, which has
functional models that can produce the results of the approximate adders. Once
this replacement is performed, the IR codes for accurate and approximate versions
of the application are executed using the LLVM-JIT (just-in-time) [LA04] compiler
and a given input data set. The error statistics are determined by comparing the
results. Results obtained through simulations provide the possibility to compare
the accuracy of the results provided by the proposed methodology and validate
the propagation models.

4.6 Evaluation
Results obtained with the proposed methodology are compared against userdefined input data sets and Monte Carlo simulations. Results for estimations and
simulations are generated with CEDA. Figure 4.7 presents the estimation and
simulation results for the aforementioned Gaussian kernel. In this example, the
adders s4 and s7 have been replaced by HP approximate adders. The estimation
performed shows almost identical error propagation on 106 input combinations
generated by a Monte Carlo simulation. The inputs generated used by the simulation correspond to potential pixel values of an image. There is a difference in
the probability of the ED = 2, which is also reflected in the 0.02 difference in the
ER, because the values in the simulation do not cause the approximate adders to
produce the errors with the exact same probability as considered by the analytic
error modelling [Maz+17b], which is used by this methodology. These differences
are also noticeable when using a smaller input data set, as a test image for this
example, due to the distribution of the inputs provided by each image. Two test
images, peppers and cameraman, were used as inputs. For the case of peppers, the
results show the same ED values but with lower value in their probability. For the
cameraman, the ER is basically equal to the simulation results, but it is appreciable
the difference of the probability for ED = 8 and ED = 32.
The required time for the estimation does not overpass some tens of milliseconds,
compared to the seconds required for the simulation, which is particularly important if this analysis is required for a diverse set of configurations of approximate
adders. The results using a smaller data set can reduce the required simulation
time, but they produce inaccurate results depending on the values provided by the
image(s) used.
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation for a 3 × 3 Gaussian filter. Error propagation estimation and

simulation for a 3×3 Gaussian kernel. Two adders have been replaced by HP approximate
adders. Results for a defined data set, such as peppers and cameraman test image are
presented.
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Figure 4.8: MED and ER evaluation regarding number of approximate operations.

MED and ER for different error estimations and simulations of a 3×3 Gaussian kernel.
The number of approximate adders varies from 1 to 8.

The CEDA tool is able to accurately estimate for different number of arithmetic
circuits replaced. For example, Figure 4.8 shows the MED and ER for a Gaussian
kernel, considering that the adders replaced grows from 1 (just one adder) to 8
(all additions). The MED is calculated from the resulting propagated PMF. The
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation for approximate accelerators designs. Error propagation estima-

tion and simulation for a 3×3 Gaussian kernel. Two adders have been replaced by HP
approximate adders. Results for a defined data set, such as peppers and cameraman test
image are presented.

estimations shows slight differences regarding simulation, because this simulation
is not exhaustive, and therefore does not consider all input combinations.

Further results are presented in Figure 4.9. Here, the output error distribution
dor different approximate accelerator designs have been estimated. Results for
simulations of the accelerator are also presented. As shown, the MED metric
calculated from the PMFs is very close between estimation and simulation, even
though they present differences.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, a compiler-based methodology to estimate the error propagation
on approximate accelerators designs have been presented. This methodology uses
analytical rules proposed to model the error propagation through accurate and
approximate arithmetic computations. These models are used in a DFS-based
algorithm to explore a DFG representation of approximate designs and estimate
the output error distribution. The proposed methodology has been integrated
into CEDA, a tool released as an open-source contribution. It performs the error
estimation from annotated C/C++ code, facilitating the exploration of different
approximate accelerator designs without requiring time-consuming simulations.
The results presented in the evaluation for various image processing kernels have
shown very accurate estimations with respect to image-based input data sets and
Monte Carlo simulations.
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Each problem that I solved became a rule, which
served afterwards to solve other problems.
René Descartes

5
Designing Approximate Accelerators

With the rise of approximate computing as a design paradigm, many approximate functional units have been proposed, particularly approximate adders and
multipliers. These circuits reduce the accuracy of their results within a tolerable
margin to scale down the required computational effort and energy requirements.
However, for an increasing number of such approximate circuits reported in the
literature, the challenge is to select those that minimize the required resources for
a specific approximate accelerator description while satisfying a defined accuracy
constraint.
In this chapter, a novel automated framework for High-Level Synthesis (HLS) of
approximate accelerators using a given library of approximate arithmetic circuits
is presented. As repetitive circuit synthesis and gate-level simulations require a
significant amount of time, to enable this framework, a set of analytical models for
estimating the necessary computational resources when using approximate adders
and multipliers in approximate designs is introduced. These models complement
those presented in Chapter 4 for error propagation estimation in approximate
accelerators. A Design Space Exploration (DSE) methodology for error-tolerant
applications, in which analytical models are used to estimate resources needed,
and the accuracy of approximate accelerators is described. This DSE methodology

The content of this chapter is based on the work originally published in [Cas+20c]:
J. Castro-Godínez, J. Mateus-Vargas, M. Shafique, and J. Henkel: “AxHLS: Design Space Exploration
and High-Level Synthesis of Approximate Accelerators using Approximate Functional Units and
Analytical Models”. In: 2020 IEEE/ACM 39th International Conference on Computer-Aided Design (ICCAD),
2020.
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Figure 5.1: Motivational example. Solutions for a small design-space exploration (5.1a)

of an approximate G x kernel of the Sobel filter (5.1b). Using approximate additions, the
required energy can be reduced while increasing the errors.

allows finding Pareto-optimal solutions for approximate accelerator designs, minimizing the required resources while meeting accuracy constraints. Furthermore,
this DSE methodology ins integrated into an HLS tool to automatically generate
accelerators from C language descriptions.

5.1 Motivation
Consider the 3 × 3 G x kernel of the Sobel filter, depicted as a Data Flow Graph
(DFG) in Figure 5.1b. The input variables in Figure 5.1b represent pixel values from
a 3 × 3 section of an image. Consider that the four required additions are replaced
with approximate ones. For a small set of approximate adders, it is possible to
obtain different solutions that set a trade-off between the required computational
effort and the accuracy of results, as depicted in Figure 5.1a. In this example, the
computational effort required by an approximate design is represented by the
energy consumed. For this, the Power-Delay-Product (PDP) is used, a figure of
merit used for energy efficiency. In Figure 5.1a, PDP values are normalized with
respect to an accurate design. The accuracy of results is represented by the Mean
Error Distance (MED) (Section 2.2.2).
As shown in Figure 5.1a, by allowing a degradation in the accuracy (higher MED), it
is possible to reduce the required effort (smaller PDP). However, some combinations
of approximate adders might reduce the required energy similarly (∼PDP) while
presenting different accuracy. Alternatively, some approximate designs might have
similar accuracy (∼MED) but reducing the energy differently. As indicated in
Figure 5.1a, two solutions have a PDP≈0.65 for different MED, 3.47, and 7.06,
while the other two have a MED≈15 but with different PDP. Repetitive gate-level
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simulations and circuit synthesis consume a significant time to explore many, or
even all, possible combinations for a set of approximate adders, as in this example.1

5.2 Generation of Approximate Accelerators
Models to estimate the consumed resources (either area, delay, power, or energy)
and the error introduced due to approximations can speed up selecting those
approximate functional units that will contribute to obtain Pareto-optimal solutions.
This is particularly essential to ease the design of approximate accelerators using
behavioral descriptions and HLS tools.
Previous work has proposed models to estimate how the errors generated by
approximate functional units accumulate and propagate to the outputs in approximate designs [Li+15; Cas+18; Sen+19]. Due to the deterministic nature of
the errors produced by reported approximate arithmetic circuits, as considered
in this work, their error distribution can be pre-characterized according to their
bit-width and configuration. These error distributions can then be used in the
DSE of approximate designs. However, analytical models to estimate the impact
of approximate functional units in the required area, delay, power, and energy of
approximate accelerator designs are also required. Existing work has relied solely
on the evaluation of approximate designs through circuit simulation and synthesis
[Nep+14; AMP18].
As previously mentioned, faster explorations of approximate accelerator designs
can be performed through analytical models to estimate accuracy and required
resources. For the first, state-of-the-art contributions have proposed methods to
estimate the error propagation using error distributions of the approximate functional units used [Li+15; Lee+16], mainly using a Probability Mass Function (PMF)
to depict such error distributions [Cas+18; Sen+19]. This dissertation presents
in Chapter 4 a methodology for performing error estimations for approximate
accelerators, which is used in this chapter.
The PMFs and other error characteristics of approximate arithmetic circuits can be
achieved using methods reported in the literature [Maz+17b; AHS17; Maz+17a;
Wu+19] or through exhaustive simulations. Other work has proposed using artificial neural networks to estimate the accuracy degradation in approximate designs
[Zer+19]. However, this requires a significant data set and time to train the models.

1

For instance, 200 seconds are required to characterize 10 different approximate designs for this G x
kernel example.
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On the other hand, models for estimating the savings due to approximations have
not been significantly exploited [LJG17]. In most cases, circuit synthesis is performed to assess the impact of approximations [Nep+14; Zer+16; BIM16; AMP18;
LN19]. This chapter proposes analytical models to estimate circuit metrics when
using approximate adders and multipliers in approximate accelerator designs.
Besides contributions that propose approximate designs from accurate RTL descriptions [Nep+14; Zer+16; AMP18], work has been reported regarding the generation
of approximate designs using HLS tools. The main idea behind standard HLS
is to automate the generation of digital hardware from a described behavior by
interpreting its algorithmic description. With the notion of approximate computing
added, the goal is to generate such digital hardware, but inaccurate, while meeting
a defined accuracy constraint.
Two main contributions have proposed additional stages to an existing HLS tool,
LegUp [Can+13], to generate approximate designs from high-level descriptions
[LJG17; LN19]. Other contributions have proposed approximate aware scheduling, allocation, and binding, but outside an HLS tool [Li+15], and the use of a
software library to explore arbitrary precision in the computations before using
a set of predefined reduced-accuracy components with Vivado HLS [BIM16]. In
[LJG17], precision optimization is implemented as bit rounding; even operations
are eliminated. Additionally, voltage scaling is applied to take advantage of latency
reductions, but making the final design complex due to the different voltages
required. In [LN19], variable-to-constant substitutions are employed to prune
operations, reduce overall delay, and hence meet real-time constraints.

5.3 Models for Resource Estimation
As previously discussed, to accelerate the DSE of approximate accelerators designed
with approximate arithmetic circuits, it is required to have analytical models to
estimate the impact of such approximate components in the circuit metrics. In this
section, AxME, Approximation-based circuit Metrics Estimation, is presented. With
AxME, a set of analytical models enables the possibility to evaluate the impact
on area, power, and delay when using approximate adders and multipliers in
approximate designs. The estimations provided by AxME rely solely on individual
characteristics of the components conforming to the design. Thus, instead of
simulating and synthesizing each approximate variant during the DSE to determine
these circuit characteristics, it can be estimated from the area, dynamic and static
power, and delay values of the design’s components.
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Table 5.1: Sample of components in the approximate library. These correspond to some

of the 8-bit adders used for the formulation of AxME.

Adder

Area

S. Pow.

D. Pow.

Delay

[µm2 ]

[µW]

[µW]

[ns]

RCA8b

11.01

0.50

20.91

71.99

LOA8b2

9.24

0.42

18.18

55.30

LOA8b4

7.08

0.33

13.23

38.61

GeAr8b22

12.39

0.56

26.38

43.12

GeAr8b13

17.30

0.77

29.87

43.12

GeAr8b24

13.47

0.61

27.92

59.81

A set of approximate arithmetic units was characterized to propose AxME. This
characterization was performed by the contribution described in Chapter 3. Table 5.1 shows the characterization for some of the 8-bit adders used for the formulation of AxME. The two most representative types of approximate adders, low-power
(LP) and high-performance (HP), were considered, particularly the widely adopted
open-source LOA [Mah+10] and GeAr [Sha+15] approximate adders, respectively.
For approximate multiplication, the Broken-Array Multiplier (BAM) [Mah+10] was
used. These components are considered for different bit-width and approximate
configurations. Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA) and Array Multiplier (AM) were used
as accurate counterparts.
For the analysis leading to AxME, a simple test application, here called tree, was
used. The DFG of the tree is depicted in Figure 6.6. The Oi , i ∈ {1, . . . , 7}, accurate
operations in the tree were replaced for approximate ones in certain positions.
Then, the corresponding circuit was synthesized to obtain the resulting power,
area, and delay, and to observe and categorize the effect of approximations. This
characterization was performed in two parts: first, the tree was studied using adders
only, and then, the tree was characterized by including both adders and multipliers.
Based on exhaustive experimentation [Tic98], observations, and analysis performed
on this tree application, a generic analytical model applicable to other applications
is proposed. For generalization, the three levels where operations are found are
defined as input, output, and middle. The middle level is composed of all P
components located between the input and output levels in a given application,
as indicated in Figure 6.6. Therefore, for an approximate design composed by N
functional units, where Oi are the operations of an application, as depicted in the
DFG (Figure 6.6), the following models are defined:
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Figure 5.2: DFG of the tree test application. This tree test application was used in

experiments performed for the AxME formulation.

Area: The total cell area, A T , is approximately equal to the sum of individual cell
area of each operation, AOi , composing the design:
N

AT ≈

∑ A Oi

(5.1)

i

Power Similar to the total area, the total static power, SPT is approximately given
by the sum of the individual static power, SPOi , of each component:
N

SPT ≈

∑ SPOi

(5.2)

i

For the case of the total dynamic power, DPT , a normalized estimation of the sum
of individual components dynamic power values, DPi , with respect to the dynamic
power of the accurate design, DPAcc , was used.

DPT ≈

∑iN DPi
DPAcc

(5.3)

Delay: The delay estimation is given by the Oi operations located in the critical
path of the circuit, with P operations between input and output levels:

DT ≈
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P α
αO
αO In
O
∗ DO In + ∑ i ∗ DOi + Out ∗ DOOut
βO In
β Oi
βOOut
i

(5.4)
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where αOi and βOi are factors associated with each approximate functional unit
and accurate counterpart, and they are obtained as part of the characterization of
such components. The α factor is defined by the position of the component in the
critical path, according to the levels previously defined. β defines the contribution
of the individual delay of the component to the total delay. With this delay model,
it can be noticed that the effect of an approximate arithmetic circuits in the total
delay depends on if it is located in the critical path of the circuit, and if so, on its
relative position in the critical path.
The synthesis used for deriving AxME models, both at individual components
and application level, preserves the design hierarchy and uses a medium map
effort. Under other synthesis constraints, such as flattening the design or applying
higher map effort, AxME models might not apply as here presented. However,
these configurations can be employed once the AxME models have been used to
evaluate approximate designs to obtain further optimizations.

5.3.1 Evaluation
To assess the efficiency of AxME, these models are evaluated with approximate
designs for error-tolerant applications. Figure 5.3 depicts estimations obtained
using AxME, alongside with values obtained through circuit synthesis and simulations, for a set of different approximate designs of a 3 × 3 Gaussian and a 3 × 3
Sobel kernels. As it can be noticed, the area estimation produced by AxME reflects
significantly well the values obtained with the synthesis of the designs. Similar
occurs for static power estimations. It is important to notice, that for Sobel, there
is an offset between the synthesis and AxME estimation for the accurate design;
however, the estimation follows the curve shape and shows a high fidelity, meaning
that a design that minimizes over one metric using the proposed models can be
minimizing it when considering actual synthesis. For the case of dynamic power,
the synthesis values also have been normalized against the corresponding dynamic
power for the accurate design implementation. In this case, AxME estimations go
along with the synthesis values. AxME delay estimation is the one that differs more
regarding synthesis numbers; however, AxME captures the tendency of synthesis
values, as previously described.
Some approximate variants in Figure 5.3 require more area and power. This is due to
the utilization of HP approximate adders, which by design consume more resources.
However, for some of these variants, it can be observed that they present a smaller
delay. This goes alongside with an observation noted during the experimentation
leading to define AxME delay model. By replacing just accurate additions at the
input or middle level with LP approximate adders, no noticeable change in the
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Figure 5.3: Evaluation of analytical models for resource estimation. Evaluation of the

AxME analytical models for different approximate accelerator designs of Gaussian and
Sobel kernels.

total delay was observed. A reduction was noticed when replacing those at the
input level with LPs. On the other hand, HP approximate adders contribute to
reducing the total delay when used to replaced accurate additions at the output
level. In general, replacing additions, when available in the application design,
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Table 5.2: Accuracy evaluation of AxME models. Evaluation was performed using the

MSE metric.

Application

Area

Stat. Power

Dyn. Power

Delay

Laplace

0.00

0.00

0.01

8.51

Sobel

0.43

0.02

0.01

22.12

Gaussian

0.00

0.00

0.01

12.04

VecMult

3.64

0.01

0.11

9.40

at the input with LP approximate adders and the output with HP approximate
adders contribute more to reducing the delay.
The accuracy of the models in AxME was evaluated by calculating the Mean Square
Error (MSE) [WB09] for a set of applications and a diverse set of 50 approximate
variants per application. Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained. As reported,
for the area, static and dynamic power, AxME estimations are close to the actual
number reported through circuit synthesis and simulation. However, as previously
discussed, more significant differences are observed for the delay calculation,
which is noticeable from Figure 5.3. This is, partly, due to the delay model does
not consider the delay of operations such as division, absolute value, or shift, that
might appear in the critical path of an application, as it happens in Gaussian and
Sobel. This consideration keeps the model general and applicable to potentially
any application, using only information about approximate adders and multipliers,
and their accurate counterparts.

5.4 Design-Space Exploration with Analytical Models
With analytical models to estimate the impact in resources as approximate adders
and multipliers are used in approximate accelerator designs, and considering
analytical models for the accuracy estimation from Chapter 4, in this section,
DSEwam is proposed, a Design-Space Exploration methodology with analytical
models. DSEwam aims to find Pareto-optimal, or near Pareto-optimal, solutions
for approximate accelerator designs. For a given description of an error-tolerant
application and an error threshold, these solutions maximize the savings achieved
due to approximations (i.e., minimizing circuit requirements) while not producing
errors above the given threshold. Figure 5.4 presents the main components in
DSEwam. The DSE is performed over a DFG representation of the data-path of
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Figure 5.4: Proposed DSEwam methodology. From a behavioral description of an error-

tolerant application, a DSE is performed using analytical models.

a hardware accelerator. A high-level description of an error-tolerant application
is needed, from which a DFG representation is then generated. As depicted in
Figure 5.4, an optimization solver is required to explore the design space built
using a library of approximate functional units. This library contains the error and
circuit characteristics for a set of components previously selected.

The optimization solver assesses the solutions by evaluating their accuracy and
required resources. For these evaluations, the approximate functional units’ parameters are used, alongside the characteristics of their accurate counterparts. For the
accuracy evaluation, an error threshold is required. Accuracy and quality metrics
depend on the application itself [AKK15]; thus, the error threshold is defined as a
maximum tolerable value for a given accuracy metric, as reported in the literature
[LHL13]. The error models of the accuracy estimation generate the output error of
a potential solution, which makes it possible to evaluate if such error is below the
given threshold. For the metrics estimation, models are required to estimate the resources needed by the solution. Then, for each potential solution, the optimization
solver can have an estimation regarding how much is the optimization target being
minimized, either area, delay, power, or energy. Once a Pareto-optimal solution is
found, according to the solver parameters, a resulting DFG is provided in which
the approximate operations are indicated.
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void sobelGx(int* out, int a, int c, int d, int f, int g, int i) {
int x1 = a + g;
int x2 = d * 2;
int x3 = x1 + x2;
int x4 = c + i;
int x5 = f * 2;
int x6 = x4 + x5;
int gx = x3 - x6;
*out = gx;
}

define void @SobelGx(i32* %out, i32 %a, i32 %c, i32 %d, i32 %f,
i32 %g, i32 %i) #0 {
entry:
%add = add nsw i32 %a, %g
%mul = shl nsw i32 %d, 1
%add1 = add nsw i32 %add, %mul
%add2 = add nsw i32 %c, %i
%mul3 = shl nsw i32 %f, 1
%add4 = add nsw i32 %add2, %mul3
%sub = sub nsw i32 %add1, %add4
store i32 %sub, i32* %out, align 4
ret void
}

Figure 5.5: Model for the G x kernel. From the behavioral description of the kernel in C

code (above), a IR representation is produced (below). Then, a DFG representation of
the accelerator design is generated.

5.4.1 Evaluation
In the implementation of DSEwam, the behavioral description of an accurate circuit
is provided as a C code function. For the DFG generation, Clang 3.5 is used to
generate an optimized intermediate representation (IR), but keeping the structure
of the input code, as can be seen in Figure 5.5. The IR is then traversed to create a
DFG, as depicted in Figure 5.6. For resource estimation, the AxME models are used,
while for the accuracy estimation, the analytical models of Chapter 4 are used.
In this implementation, MED is used as accuracy metric, which can be calculated
from the resulting PMF generated by the error estimation. For this evaluation,
the approximate library was composed of approximate adders and multipliers
previously characterized, as well as accurate circuits, as described in Section 5.3.
An algorithm based on Tabu Search (TS), as presented in Algorithm 2, is used as
the optimization solver. However, other algorithms, for instance, based on genetic
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Figure 5.6: Generation of DFG from a C code description The code corresponds to a

sorfware representation of the G x kernel previously presented.

algorithms, can also be used as solvers, as the proposed framework is modular
and provides interfaces to integrate other optimization algorithms. In the TS-based
algorithm implementation, the starting solution considers all operations to be accurate functional units. An optimization step performed by the TS-based algorithm
is defined as moving from one functional unit to another. Each iteration goes as
follows: as a starting point, it is checked if existing taboos have expired. If this is
the case, they are removed from the list. It is then iterated over all approximable
operation, and the possible steps are tested for each one. The aspiration criterion
for TS is used. This consideration defines that an operation is terminated after a
good enough step has been found, and a defined number of further steps has been
considered. To test an optimization step, it is first checked if the step is technically
possible and adheres to the taboos. Then, the operation is replaced by an approximate one. At this point, error and fitness are calculated. The fitness function is
defined as:

f itness =w Delay ∗ (1 − Delay) + w DynPower ∗ (1 − DynPower )

+ wStatPower ∗ (1 − StatPower ) + w Area ∗ (1 − Area)

where weights are assigned according to the optimization goal. For the case of
energy optimization, the PDP is minimized assigning values to the power and
delay weights. If the solution evaluated is better than the previous solutions in one
iteration, it is overwritten. If the best solution reachable in the iteration has been
found, the list of taboos is then updated with the new taboos. A Pareto-optimal
solution is found after the termination conditions for the algorithm are reached.
In this section, a Laplace and Sobel filter are evaluated with DSEwam, for which
area and energy (PDP) are minimized, respectively. Figure 5.7 shows the design
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ALGORITHM 2: TS-based algorithm used in DSEwam.
Input: TabuListsize ;
Output: Sbest ;
S0 ←− PopulateStartSolution();
approximations ←− GetApproximationsList();
approximableInstructions ←−
GetApproximableInstructions();
Sbest ←− S0 ; Scurrent ←− S0 ;
sinceLastBest ←− 0; iteration ←− 0;
while sinceLastBest < MAXAFTERBEST AND iteration <
MAXITERATION do
visitedInstructs ←− 0;
foreach instr ∈ approximableInstructions do
visitedInstructs ++;
visitedApproxs ←− 0;
foreach approx ∈ approximations do
visitedApproxs ++;
if UpdateSolutionCheckTabu(Snew , instr, approx)
then
if HasBetterFitness(Snew , Scurrent ) then
continue;
end
else
delete Snew ;
end
if visitedApproxs == MAXVISIT then
break;
end
end
end
if visitedInstructs == MAXVISIT AND visitedInstructs >
MINVISIT then
break;
end
end
UpdateTabus();
Scurrent ←− Snew ;
if HasBetterFitness(Scurrent , Sbest ) then
Sbest ←− Scurrent ;
sinceLastBest ←− 0;
end
sinceLastBest ++;
iteration ++;
end
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Figure 5.7: Design space for Laplace and Sobel applications. DSEwam finds Pareto-

optimal solutions for a given set of approximate units.

space for both applications considering an approximate library composed of about
100 components: approximate adders [Mah+10; Sha+15] and multipliers [Mah+10],
and accurate counterparts. The bit-width of the inputs is provided to the DSEwam,
so the exploration considers the proper bit-width for each operation and picks
the approximate version accordingly. As it can be noticed, DSEwam is capable
of finding the Pareto-optimal solutions for different MED constraints. Consider
the case of the exploration for the Laplace filter. For instance, defining the error
threshold to MED = 10 and MED = 40, DSEwam finds solutions that minimize
area and keep the error within the given threshold, with resulting MED = 9.84 and
MED = 38.05, respectively. The corresponding approximate DFGs for these two
cases are depicted in Figure 5.8. As it can be noticed, for this Laplace designs,
different approximate additions are used for each case (nodes in gray), and their
name and configuration are given.
Solutions proposed by DSEwam were further evaluated. For example, the resulting
DFG for the Laplace filter and MED = 40, as presented in Figure 5.8b, was
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Table 5.3: Evaluation of solutions provided by DSEwam. For this case, the solution

provided as Pareto-optimal in fact was dominant with respect to other solutions closed.

Solution

MED

AxME [µm2 ]

Synth. [µm2 ]

Accurate
Pareto-optimal
Variant 1
Variant 2
Variant 3
Variant 4

0.00
38.05
35.82
36.69
39.07
40.31

102.58
70.73
72.89
77.12
78.59
75.05

101.15
69.30
71.47
75.69
77.17
73.63

implemented. However, also other solutions close to the Pareto frontier and the
Pareto-optimal solution provided by DSEwam were implemented. Table 5.3 reports
the information regarding the MED value and the actual area estimated by AxME
and obtained through synthesis. Characterization of the approximate library was
performed with a NanGate 15nm technology library and using Synopsys Design
Compiler and PrimeTime. Once implemented by hand, the approximate designs
were evaluated with the same technology library and tools. As can be noticed,
the Pareto-optimal solution provided by DSEwam minimizes the required area in
comparison with other near solutions while keeping a MED below 40. This, in turn,
allows validating the proposed AxME models. Similar evaluations were performed
for different applications, error constraints, and optimization goals. OThe results
reported that about 90% of the cases, the solutions provided by DSEwam were
Pareto-optimal, and the remaining 10% of the cases were near Pareto-optimal.
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Figure 5.8: Resulting DFGs for different accuracy targets. In the DFG is indicated

the corresponding accurate or approximate arithmetic circuit, with its correspondin
configuration.
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Figure 5.9: Overview of the AxHLS approach. Original steps in LegUp were adapted

to include the proposed DSEwam and handle information about approximations.

5.5 Approximate High-Level Synthesis
This dissertation proposes AxHLS, an approximate HLS approach to automatically
generate approximate accelerator designs. For this, approximate arithmetic circuits
are used, and the academic version of the LegUp tool [Can+13] is extended to
include DSEwam, the proposed design-space exploration with analytical models.
Figure 5.9 depicts the main stages in LegUp, including the DSEwam methodology.
As can be seen, LegUp takes as input a C program or a specific function according
to the user constraints to generate a hardware description.
The initial steps of the LegUp tool are preserved. This corresponds to the compilation of the C input source code and the corresponding allocation of resources of the
operations. However, to enable the AxHLS approach, it was necessary to adapt the
scheduling, binding, and RTL generation stages to support and handle additional
information regarding approximations selected by DSEwam as part of the proposed
solutions. During the allocation, the required hardware to implement the circuit
is determined. We consider that for each operation in the LLVM IR, a functional
unit is assigned. By doing so, resource sharing is avoided, which increases the
complexity of the error analysis, and the need for additional multiplexers.
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At LLVM IR, each function to be approximated is expanded with two types of
metadata. Moreover, the instructions receive information about the time step of the
scheduling in which they are executed, performed during the scheduling stage. On
the other hand, they receive a unique ID. This is required to transfer information
regarding which operation has been replaced for an approximate one. Once the
allocation has been performed, the DSE is triggered. LegUp waits until DSEwam
provides a solution for the available approximate functional units and the given
error threshold to continue with the following stages. The LLVM module, which
contains the metadata of the approximation generated by DSEwam, is then read.
Based on the ID metadata created, the approximation metadata is transferred to
the corresponding instructions. The scheduling stage was adjusted to recognize
this metadata, as well as the binding and the RTL generation stage, so the required
approximate operations can be used and connected.
During the RTL generation, LegUp iterates over the instructions of the function to be
synthesized and creates the required functional units. In the case of an approximate
operation, the existing Verilog modules of the approximate arithmetic circuits must
be instantiated. This is depicted in Figure 5.9 as the Approximate Circuits, a
collection of the Verilog implementations for the approximate components used
in the DSE, and corresponds to those in the Approximate Library. Internally, the
function in charge of creating the functional units checks whether the instruction
under consideration should be approximated. If so, the name of the instance is first
created, and, based on the name, the path of the Verilog implementation of the
approximation used is added to the list of Verilog files to be imported. Then the
necessary wiring for the inputs and outputs is generated.

5.5.1 Evaluation
The proposed AxHLS is evaluated with error-tolerant applications used in image
processing, Sobel and Sharpen filter. Approximate accelerators for four different
error thresholds for each application were generated. The MED error metric was
used as the accuracy metric and generated approximate accelerators aim to reduce
the required energy. Table 5.4 summarizes the results obtained, reporting energy
reduction with the PDP metric. The AxHLS implementation, include the DSEwam
methodology in the LegUp HLS tool (version 4.0). The resulting accelerators were
evaluated using Synopsys Design Compiler and PrimeTime with a NanGate 15nm
technology library.
As reported in Table 5.4, with a threshold of MED = 5 for both applications, the
generated approximate accelerators reduce their required energy by nearly 30%.
As expected, a higher allowed error (a higher MED) causes more savings, achieving
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Table 5.4: Results for approximate accelerators generated. Approximate accelerators

for Sobel and Sharpen filters generated with the AxHLS approach.

MED
0
5
11
16
23

PDP [µW·ns]

PDP (Norm.)

6420.57
4461.26
3985.95
3912.11
3679.43

1
0.69
0.62
0.61
0.57

PSNR [dB]

SSIM

∞
29.86
22.44
19.52
18.50

1
0.84
0.65
0.58
0.54

∞
36.00
24.50
21.61
17.99

1
0.98
0.91
0.84
0.76

Sobel

Sharpen
0
5
15
20
30

13202.22
9212.01
8526.78
8120.10
7471.01

1
0.70
0.65
0.62
0.57

a 43% energy reduction for MED = 23 and MED = 30 for Sobel and Sharpen,
respectively. However, to have a better perspective of the effect of these accuracy
thresholds in the quality of the results, the approximate accelerators generated
were evaluated with testing images. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 present the resulting
images of applying the Sobel and Sharpen accelerators to the plate and peppers test
images. With values for PSNR and SSIM metrics, commonly used to assess the
quality in images, the results for these quality metrics are also reported in Table 5.4.
Even when the acceptable quality depends on the application and the processed
data, it is noticeable that higher MED thresholds introduced visual errors. This
occurs for the accelerators generated for a MED equal to 11 and 16 for Sobel filter,
and as depicted in Figure 5.10c and 5.10d; and for MED equal to 20 for Sharpen
filter, and depicted in Figure 5.11d.
Although applications evaluated in reported work differ from those here presented
[LJG17], the AxHLS approach achieves more savings than precision scaling. In
general, when applying precision scaling, the work in [LJG17] reports about 10%
energy reduction with PSNR values around 25dB. As reported in Table 5.4, for
PSNR of 29.86dB and 36.00dB, the AxHLS approach can generate an approximate
design with an energy reduction of 30%. In [LJG17], precision scaling is combined
with voltage scaling to achieve similar energy savings, but the quality of results
is reduced to around 20dB. These different voltages for different precisions in
components make the final implementation more complex, while in the proposed
approach, the approximate design synthesis considers a single voltage source. On
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(a) Exact

(b) MED = 5

(c) MED = 11

(d) MED = 16

Figure 5.10: Quality evaluation for Sobel approximate accelerators. Resulting images

for applying approximate Sobel filter designs to the plate test image.

(a) Exact

(b) MED = 5

(c) MED = 15

(d) MED = 20

Figure 5.11: Quality evaluation for Sharpen approximate accelerators. Resulting images for applying approximate Sharpen filter designs to the peppers test image.

the other hand, due to the generality that proposes the DSEwam methodology,
approximate adders and multipliers with reduced precision can also be included
as part of the approximate library.

5.6 Summary
This chapter presented a set of analytical models, AxME, to estimate the circuit
metrics when using approximate arithmetic circuits, particularly approximate
adders and multiplier in approximate designs. Despite not being entirely accurate,
AxME allows the design space exploration of approximate accelerator designs and
obtaining Pareto-optimal, or near Pareto-optimal, solutions, as demonstrated with
the evaluation of the proposed DSEwam methodology. The DSEwam methodology
has been released as an open-source contribution, so the analytical models, optimization solver, and approximate library can be used and further modified and
improved.2 . Also, this methodology was integrated into an HLS tool to generate
approximate accelerators from behavioral level C code descriptions of error-tolerant

2

DSEwam is an open-source contribution and it is available at https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/DSEwam
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applications. The results for the approximate accelerator generated show that even
with a small accuracy degradation on the accuracy (MED = 5), about 30% of energy
reduction can be achieved.
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I know there’s a proverb which that says ’To err is
human,’ but a human error is nothing to what a
computer can do if it tries.
Agatha Christie

6
Balancing Error Correction

The use of approximate accelerators must ensure defined accuracy levels. Hence,
the errors generated due to approximations must remain within a defined bound,
required for the application to produce good-enough results. With this consideration,
and as presented in Chapter 5, approximate accelerators are designed to meet a
given accuracy for an error metric. However, as described in Section 2.2.3, the errors
produced by an approximate accelerator depend on the input data [Mah+16]. This
data may differ from the one used during the design, making the accelerator to
have unacceptable errors at run time. On the other hand, the defined tolerable error
threshold can be dynamically changed. In both cases, those undesired errors need
to be corrected to achieve the desired accuracy.
State-of-the-art approaches address this issue by re-computing, at the software
level, those accelerator invocations that produce unacceptable errors. For this,
lightweight, pre-trained predictors are used to estimate if an accelerator invocation
will produce an error beyond the defined accuracy threshold for a given set of
input data. Nevertheless, software re-computations reduce approximate computing
benefits, especially when input data variations are high at run time.
This chapter presents ECAx, a methodology to explore and apply fine-grained,
selective error correction in approximate accelerators to balance the costs associ-

The content of this chapter is based on the work originally published in [CSH19]:
J. Castro-Godínez, M. Shafique, and J. Henkel: “ECAx: Balancing Error Correction Costs in Approximate Accelerators”. In: ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems (TECS), 18, 5s, Article 48
(October 2019), ESWEEK Special Issue; and presented during the 2019 International Conference on
Compilers, Architecture, and Synthesis for Embedded Systems (CASES ’19).
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ated with accuracy control. This methodology reduces the required coarse-grained
correction, exact re-computations performed by the host processor, to meet a defined accuracy constraint, finding a balance between software- and hardware-level
error correction, while not significantly reducing the benefits obtained due to the
approximations, such as the speedup achieved by an approximate accelerator with
respect to an accurate one. This methodology is particularly useful for approximate accelerators built with approximate functional units, the type of approximate
accelerators targeted in this dissertation, achieving up to 20% performance gain
compared to reported approaches in the literature.

6.1 Motivation
The following two examples motivate the need for a robust and general solution to
the challenge of correcting errors outside a defined limit when using approximate
accelerators built with approximate adders and multipliers.

Consider a Laplace filter for image processing as
an approximate accelerator. Figure 6.1a depicts its error distribution. By applying
this filter to a test image, such as cameraman, and considering no error correction
implemented (no EC), the resulting image has a PSNR of 15.4 dB (see Figure 6.1c),
in comparison to the image produced by the accurate version of the accelerator
(see Figure 6.1b). Although high ED values in the error distribution have a very
low probability (see Figure 6.1a), they cause noticeable noise (see Figure 6.1c in
comparison with Figure 6.1b).
Performing re-computations.

An arbitrary error threshold is defined to ED = 90 as an accuracy constraint for
this approximate Laplace accelerator. To keep the errors at the output within this
threshold, it is required to detect all errors with ED ≥ 90 once they appear, and
correct them by exactly re-computing those accelerator invocations. This correction
is performed using the host processor (see Section 2.3), as proposed in previous
work [Khu+15; Mah+16; Wan+16]. By doing so, the quality of this test image is
improved to 22.3 dB (with EC, see Figure 6.1d). However, this implies an overhead
that limits the benefits of approximations. For this example, a 2.1× speedup is
achieved due to approximations, but this changes to 1.7× when this error correction
is applied.

Correcting errors at the component level. As described in Section 2.1, the errors
produced by LP and HP approximate adders are very different in magnitude and
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p(ED)

0.3

90

0.2

Threshold

0.1
0
0

50

100
150
ED (ED 6 = 0)

200

250

(a) Error distribution for an approximate Laplace filter.

(b) Accurate

(c) No EC (15.4 dB)

(d) With EC (22.3 dB)

Figure 6.1: Re-computations for accuracy improvement. This motivational example
shows the effect of error correction (EC) applied to an approximate Laplace filter as a
threshold of ED = 90 is set. For the cameraman image, there is a quality improvement
from 15.4 dB to 22.3 dB in the PSNR metric for such accuracy threshold.

frequency. Therefore, they have a different effect on the output accuracy and quality
of results. Consider that all additions in the previous Laplace filter are replaced
with LP approximate adders, in one case, and with HP approximate adders, in
another. As shown in Figure 6.2a and 6.2b, using HP approximate adders results
in a smaller overall ER for the accelerator compared with LP approximate adders
(0.14 vs. 0.52). However, the presence of high ED values significantly degrades the
accuracy and quality of the results, despite their low probability. For instance, for
the cameraman test image, the filter built with LP approximate adders produces
an image with a PSNR = 34.08 dB (see Figure 6.2c), while the one made with
HP approximate adders has a PSNR = 13.37 dB (see Figure 6.2d). From this, it
can be inferred that correcting the errors with a high ED value produced by HP
approximate adders in an approximate accelerator design, even with a low ER,
can have a more significant impact on the quality than correcting those caused by
LP approximate adders. This goes in-line with the notion of fail small, fail rare in
approximate computing [Chi+13].
However, correcting those errors represents a compromise. Figure 6.3a shows
the ED values for a particular 8-bit HP approximate adder, where each ED 6 = 0
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0.10
0.05
0
0

50

100 150 200
ED (ED 6= 0)

250

0

(a) LP, ER = 0.52

50

100 150 200
ED (ED 6 = 0)

250

(b) HP, ER = 0.14

(c) LP, PSNR = 34.0 dB

(d) HP, PSNR = 13.7 dB

Figure 6.2: Errors produced by LP and HP approximate adders in a Laplace filter. The
type of approximate adders used in an approximate accelerator, in this case, a Laplace
filter, directly affects accuracy and quality. In this case, despite a lower ER, errors from
HP approximate adders have a more significant impact on the resulting image quality.

0.20

Speedup

p(ED)

has a probability of occurrence below 5%. Without any error correction, this HP
approximate adder is 1.87× faster than his accurate counterpart based on RCA, as
depicted in Figure 6.3b. Consider the error detection and correction mechanism
proposed for HP approximate adders [Maz+16]. By detecting and correcting the
most significant error in this HP approximate adder, ED = 128, the speedup is

0.10
0

0 16 32

64
ED

(a) HP, ER = 0.125

128

2

64 ∧ 128

1.5
1
No EC

128
32 ∧ 64 ∧ 128
Correction

(b) Speedup reduction

Figure 6.3: Effect of error correction in speedup reduction of an approximate adder.
For this 8-bit HP approximate adder, the delay savings achieved by approximations are
reduced as errors are corrected.
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reduced to 1.34×, as the critical path of the adder is increased to allow the detection
and correction of this error. When ED = 64 is also corrected, the speedup goes
down to 1.11×. As can be noticed from Figure 6.3, to preserve the benefits achieved
due to approximations in an HP approximate adder, as in this case, the speedup,
all errors could not be detected and corrected.

6.2 Accuracy Control
As depicted in Section 6.1, there are two main approaches to control the accuracy of
results when using approximate accelerators. A coarse-grained approach corrects
unacceptable errors at the accelerator level using software re-computations. A
fine-grained approach corrects errors produced by the approximate arithmetic
circuits used to build the approximate accelerator.

6.2.1 Correction at the Accelerator Level
At the accelerator level, two main techniques have been reported for monitoring
and controlling the accuracy of results of at run time. The first technique proposes
to periodically measure the error of an accelerator by comparing its output against
an exact software-based computation performed by the host processor. In case the
error is above a defined threshold, a process of re-calibration and adjustment is
performed to improve the quality in subsequent accelerator invocations [Sam+13;
BC10].
A second technique proposes to implement light-weight, pre-trained error predictors to forecast if the invocation of an approximate accelerator would produce
an unacceptable error for a particular input data set [Khu+15; Mah+16; Wan+16].
Figure 6.4 depicts the general outline of this technique. If the predictor estimates
an error above a defined threshold, a recovery signal indicates the host processor
to recover the last invocation by re-computing it accurately at the software level.
The benefits due to approximations decrease every time the host processor recomputes an accelerator invocation to satisfy an accuracy constraint. For instance,
taking into account this technique for the motivation example previously described,
and considering an accuracy threshold of ED = 90, 18.22% of the accelerator
invocations would need to be re-computed to meet this constraint, which reduces
the gains in execution time, as described, and energy consumption improvement.
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Data

Host Core

Recovery

Predictor

Approximate
Accelerator

Figure 6.4: Outline of the prediction-based accuracy control. The predictor estimates

errors bigger than acceptable and triggers the recovery of the accelerator invocation with
an accurate re-computation at the software level (diagram based on [Mah+16]).

6.2.2 Correction at the Approximate Circuit Level
As discussed in Section 2.1, many approximate circuits, such as adders and multipliers, have been reported in the literature. For the case of many HP approximate
adders’ designs, techniques have been proposed to detect and correct their errors. In
most cases, the error detection is based on checking the carry propagation (cp) and
the carry output (co) of the sub-adders used to perform the addition, as depicted
in Figure 6.5. For the error correction, the techniques depend on the approximate
circuit design. For instance, for GeAr [Sha+15] and ACA-II [KK12] approximate
adders, extra clock cycles are required to accomplish the correction; in the first by
changing the lower part of the inputs, while in the latter by using an incrementor.
For GeAr, a simple, yet effective method to correct the errors has been proposed
[Maz+16]. The method proposes to toggle the output bit’s values to compensate
for the error, starting from the sub-adder where the carry propagation is missed.
This is achieved using additional inverters and multiplexers into the approximate
adder design, in the Error Correction block, as shown in Figure 6.5. This correction
increases the adder’s critical delay path when an error is corrected but avoids extra
clock cycles.
The error correction technique described in [Maz+16] can be applied to other HP
approximate adders, such as ACA-I [VBI08], ETAII [ZGY09], and GDA [Ye+13],
as these HP approximate adders can be implemented as configurations of GeAr
[Sha+15]. As described in Section 2.1, and depicted in Figure 6.5, the GeAr approximate adder performs an N-bit addition using multiple sub-adders of smaller size.
For the case of Figure 6.5, 3 4-bit adders. The most significant R-bits of the subadders are considered as resultant bits and are used in the result. The remaining
P-bits, called previous bits, are used to estimate the carry propagation to the upper
bits. In this example, both R and P are 2.
Error detection and correction have been proposed for LP approximate adders
[Dut+16]. However, as discussed in Section 6.1, the errors produced by LP approximate adders do not significantly degrade the accuracy of results, and the resulting
quality, as the ones produced by HP approximate adders (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.5: Error detection and correction outline for HP approximate adders. The

detection is performed by monitoring carry propagation mispredictions. The correction
is achieved by flipping the output bits from the lowest misprediction point (based on
[Maz+16]).

Other reported work had proposed a self-healing approach, where approximate
modules are placed together in an accelerator data path aiming to cancel their errors
[MHS18; Gil+18]. These extra modules produce errors with an inverse magnitude
that helps to compensate for the errors generated and to reduce their propagation
to the output. Also, multispeculative adders to correct potential errors at the output
have been proposed, particularly when functional units are shared in a high-level
synthesis approach [Del+13]. The methodology presented in this chapter differs
from these approaches, as the goal is to add the smallest overhead possible to
the accelerator to improve its performance while correcting unacceptable errors,
balancing the correction performed at the software and hardware level. It also
considers approximate designs built using existing approximate functional units
from the state-of-the-art, which is the primary motivation of this dissertation.

6.3 Early Error Correction
This section explores the effect of error correction at approximate adder level
on the required re-computations and the effect on the overall accelerator delay.
For this purpose, consider a set of additions arranged as depicted in Figure 6.6,
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s5

s6
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out
Figure 6.6: Early error correction test implementation. This tree of adders is used

to explore error correction’s effect at the adder level on accelerator’s delay and recomputations needed. Adders are replaced with LP approximate adders at the input
while the rest are substituted by HP approximate adders (shaded).

p(ED)
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0

0

32
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ED

(a) 9-bit HP, ER = 0.09

0 16 64

256 272
ED

(b) 10-bit HP, ER = 0.27

Figure 6.7: Error distributions for a 9-bit and a 10-bit HP approximate adders. Most

significant errors of these approximate adders are corrected in this early error correction
exploration example.

which is a typical structure found, for instance, in image processing kernels [XS17].
Consider that all adders have been replaced by approximate ones. An 8-bit LP
approximate adder replaces s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 . The other adders are replaced by HP
approximate adder (shaded in the figure): s5 and s6 by a 9-bit, and s7 by a 10-bit
HP approximate adder. The bit-length is selected to optimize the design, in this
case, knowing that all inputs ({ a, b, . . . , h}) are 8-bit long. The error distribution
for these HP approximate adders is presented in Figure 6.7, while the resulting
error distribution for this tree of adders is shown in Figure 6.8a. As described in
Chapter 5, a combination of LP and HP approximate adders as presented for this
tree of adders example provides a smaller delay than just using HP approximate
adders to replace all accurate ones.
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The delay of any approximate accelerator is compared to an exact implementation
built with RCAa throughout this chapter. Most of the approximate adders proposed in the literature have been derived from the RCA, and their characteristics,
regarding the accuracy and required resources, are compared with respect to this
exact adder [Maz+16].
For the case of this tree of adders (Figure 6.6), an arbitrary error threshold is set to
150, which means that all accelerator outputs (at out) with an associated ED ≥ 150
would need to be re-computed. In Figure 6.9, the results for three error correction
scenarios are presented. When no error correction is performed (No EC), and
considering the defined accuracy threshold, 12.15% of all accelerator invocations
would need to be re-computed. This means that the host processor would need to
re-compute about 12 out of each 100 executions performed by the accelerator to
correct those errors with ED ≥ 150. In comparison with the exact implementation,
this approximate version presents a speedup of 1.29×. Speedup S is calculated as
[HP12]:

S=

L acc
L app

(6.1)

where L acc and L app correspond to the delay estimation for accurate and approximate accelerators, respectively.
A first error correction scenario, 9b, corresponds to the correction of the most
significant error produced by the two 9-bit HP approximate adders, which is
ED = 128 (see Figure 6.7a). As shown in Figure 6.9, the re-computations required
are reduced, in this case by about 3%, from 12.15% to 9.34%, of the total accelerator
invocations. Simultaneously, the delay of the accelerator increases, and it is then
1.23× faster than the accurate version. A second error correction scenario, 10b,
considers the correction of the most significant error generated by the 10-bit HP
approximate adder, which is ED = 256. Even though ED = 272 is the biggest ED
value for this adder, as depicted in Figure 6.7b, it is generated when ED = 256
and ED = 16 are simultaneously produced; so correcting ED = 256 eliminates
ED = 272. In this case, the required re-computations are reduced by 10%, from
12.15% to 2.10%, but the accelerator is 1.15× faster regarding the accurate one.
Figure 6.8b and 6.8c show the remaining ED values in the error distribution once
the correction has been considered, which in both cases is less than originally
(Figure 6.8a), as expected.
A third error correction scenario considers applying the previous two error corrections for the 9-bit and 10-bit HP approximate adders concurrently. As depicted
in Figure 6.9, no re-computation is required to satisfy the defined error threshold
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Figure 6.8: Error distributions for different error correction scenarios. Each correction
scenario has a different impact on the remaining errors generated above the defined
accuracy threshold and on the accelerator’s delay.
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Figure 6.9: Reduction of re-computations and accelerator speedup due to selective

error correction. Each correction scenario has a different impact on reducing recomputations needed and on the accelerator speedup when the errors are corrected at
the approximate adder level.

by applying this correction scenario. However, the delay increases more, and the
accelerator is then only 1.09× faster regarding the accurate version. Furthermore,
when inspecting the error distribution for this correction scenario (see Figure 6.8d),
the maximum ED is 76.
As noticed, different correction scenarios provide different trade-offs regarding the
reduction of re-computations required and the resulting delay of the accelerator,
and hence a change in the speedup achieved. It is necessary to count on a method
that allows the exploration of an approximate accelerator design to determine which error
correction scenarios, in this case at approximate adder level, would produce the most
significant benefit without losing the gains of approximations. For this, two critical
remarks need to be considered:
Correct more significant errors first: From the previous case, it can be observed
that by correcting the higher ED from the HP approximate adders, it is possible to achieve
a higher reduction of the required re-computations. Correcting ED = 256 from the 10-bit
HP approximate adder not only reduces that specific error at the adder level (and
also ED = 272, in this case). Correcting such error also reduces many more errors
generated by combining this high error with others generated and propagated
by different approximate functional units, such as the LP approximate adders.
This correction reduces them to appear at the approximate accelerator’s output, as
depicted in Figure 6.9, with the reduction of the required re-computations.
Correct all adders at the same level: If HP approximate adders at the same level are
equal, correcting the highest ED for all of them reduces more required re-computations
while experiencing the same delay overhead. Consider the HP approximate adders at
s5 and s6 for the tree of adders in Figure 6.6, which are the same and are located
at the same level, which means, at the same operations distance from the output.
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Figure 6.10: Main components in ECAx methodology. A software model of the accel-

erator is used to explore the error correction at the adder level. The hardware implementation is modified accordingly to determine the effect of the error correction on the
delay.

Suppose that just the most significant error in s5 is corrected. In that case, the
worst-case delay of the accelerator will be the same if the correction is performed
in both HP approximate adders because the critical path will be provided by the
HP approximate adder where the correction occurs. As previously presented, if
ED = 128 is corrected in both s5 and s6 , the required re-computations decrease
in 2.71%. If the correction takes place in just one of them, the re-computation
reduction achieves just a 1.6%.

6.4 ECAx Methodology
This section presents ECAx, a methodology for selective Error Correction in
Approximate accelerators, aiming to reduce the required exact re-computations
while meeting a defined accuracy of results. This methodology balances the costs
associated with error correction performed at the software and hardware level so
that savings obtained by approximations are not significantly reduced while accuracy constraints are satisfied. This goal is achieved as the most significant errors in
an approximate accelerator are corrected; this is, those with an ED higher than a
defined tolerable threshold and produced by HP approximate adders. Figure 6.10
presents a diagram with the main components of this methodology.
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void tree(int* out, int a, int b, int c, int d, int e, int f,
int g, int h) {
#pragma approx loa wr 8 4
int s1 = a + b;
#pragma approx loa wr 8 4
int s2 = c + d;
#pragma approx loa wr 8 4
int s3 = e + f;
#pragma approx loa wr 8 4
int s4 = g + h;
#pragma approx gear wrp 9 2 3
int s5 = s1 + s2;
#pragma approx gear wrp 9 2 3
int s6 = s3 + s4;
#pragma approx gear wrp 10 2 2
int s7 = s5 + s6;
out = s7;
}

Figure 6.11: Example of an annotated software model. This code corresponds to the

annotated software model for the tree of adders example, used in Section 6.3.

To explore the errors to be corrected at the adder level and determine the effect
at the accelerator level, a software model, swM, of the approximate accelerator
is required, and its hardware implementation at RTL, hwD. ECAx methodology
comprises two stages: the first at the hardware level and the second at the software level. Each of these stages has a specific purpose. With the hardware one,
estimations of the impact of the selective error correction in the delay are obtained.
With the software one, the effect of error correction in the output error distribution
is explored, as well as the number of re-computations saved is analyzed. With
this, the error correction scenario is evaluated to determine if a proper balance
of correction cost per software and hardware is achieved. The software model is
annotated to indicate which exact additions are replaced for approximate ones, and
for which LP or HP approximate adder (see 1 in Figure 6.10). Figure 6.11 shows an
example of the annotated code for the previous tree of adders example, presented
in Section 6.3. The error distribution of the approximate accelerator is estimated
using the methodology presented in Chapter 4 4 . This estimation requires error
models for the approximate adders, including models for the HP approximate
adders, when errors are corrected 3 . The delay of the accelerator is characterized
using its hardware implementation 6 and a circuit synthesis tool 9 . A baseline
error distribution and delay estimation are required, with no correction applied, to
compare the cases further when corrections are performed.
The ECAx methodology proceeds as depicted in Algorithm 3. Each HP approximate
adder in swM is replaced by a model, HP∗ , of the same HP approximate adder
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ALGORITHM 3: Steps in ECAx methodology
Input: swM, hwD, th, W, Lexc ;
Output: hwD ∗ ;
recomp[] ←− 0; speedup[] ←− 0;
dist ←− 0; i ←− 0;
foreach HP ∈ swM do
ModelUpdate(swM, HP∗ );
dist ←− ComputeErrorDistribution(swM);
recomp[i] ←− SavedRecomp(dist, th);
DesignUpdate(hwD, HP∗ );
L app ←− Synthesis(hwD);
speedup[i] ←− Lexc /L app ;
i ←− i + 1;
end
KP(i, W);
Function KP(i, W):
if speedup[i] > W then
res ←− KP(i − 1, W);
end
else
s1 ←− KP(i − 1, W);
s2 ←− recomp[i] + KP(i − 1, W − speedup[i]);
res ←− max(s1,s2);
end
return

with a correction for the most significant ED. If two HP approximate adders
present the same maximum ED, the methodology selects the level where more
HP approximate adders are present. At the software level, a data flow graph is
generated from swM, which allows finding which adders are at the same level 4 .
This update of the model comprises replacing the annotation (pragma) for one
that indicates a HP approximate adder with error correction considered 2 . Then,
a new error distribution is computed 4 . With this new error distribution and
considering a given error threshold th, the maximum tolerable ED, the number
of saved re-computations can be calculated and stored 5 . The notion of “saved
re-computations” refers to the re-computations that will not be performed by the
host processor, as the error correction at HP approximate adder level is reducing
errors with ED ≥ th. Similarly, the design of the accelerator, hwD, is updated
with the corresponding implementation of the HP approximate adder with error
correction 7 , and a new delay value, L app , is estimated using a synthesis tool 9 .
With this value, the speedup is calculated, following (6.1), and stored.
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It is necessary to notice that the design of the approximate accelerator, hwD, is
considered as given, including its approximations through approximate functional
units. This methodology performs an exploration of the selective error correction on
top of the existing design, without changing the exact and approximate functional
units defined. ECAx explores the cost balance achieved as per software error
correction is replaced by selective and fine-grained per hardware correction.
In most cases, not all errors can be corrected for a given threshold, as this might
significantly harm the speedup achieved by the approximate accelerator. Following
a 0-1 Knapsack approach, the evaluation phase 5 considers potential combinations of individual correction scenarios to find the least reduction on the accelerator
speedup as re-computations are reduced. For this 1-0 Knapsack formulation, the
objective is to maximize:
n

∑ vi xi

i =0

subject to:
n

∑ wi x i ≤ W

i =0

where xi ∈ 0, 1, vi corresponds to the accelerator re-computations saved due to an
i-th error correction scenario at HP approximate adder level, and wi corresponds
to the speedup reduction of the approximate accelerator due to such correction
(recomp[] and speedup[] in Algorithm 3). The maximum speed reduction for the
approximate accelerator, W, is defined as a proportion to its original speedup.
For instance, W = 50% means that no more than this percentage of reduction in
the speedup is desired. The result provided by Algorithm 3 allows to modify the
hardware design and to generate a final implementation, hwD ∗ , with the error
correction included.
In any case, the goal is to find the selective error correction that most reduces
the required re-computations while producing less impact on the delay possible,
and hence, balance the error correction costs. Each step in the exploration is
characterized in terms of error and delay. It then provides a complete scenario of
the possible design-correction solutions and their implications for the accelerator’s
delay. In an extreme case, all most significant errors will be corrected for all HP
approximate adders if the delay degradation is within the W parameter provided.
Moreover, this methodology also considers the impact of the delay degradation in
the overall speedup an application can achieve due to the approximate accelerator’s
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use. In any case, the maximum application speedup possible is reached while the
accuracy is contained within a defined error threshold.

6.5 Evaluation
The ECAx methodology has been implemented in a fully automated manner,
so the error correction exploration is performed automatically, as described in
Section 6.4. The accelerator design and its software model need to be provided.
Additionally, the corresponding models for the error distribution analysis and the
HP approximate adders with selective error detection and correction implemented
are also required. An error threshold for which a balance in the cost of software
and hardware correction is desired and the maximum desired reduction in the
approximate accelerator’s speedup is also input information required by ECAx.
In the scope of this chapter, this methodology was tested with six error-tolerant
applications: Sobel, Gaussian, Finite Impulse Response (FIR), and Laplace filters,
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and
different approximate accelerator designs for these applications were evaluated,
using different configurations of open-source approximate adders, LOA [Mah+10]
as LP approximate adder, and GeAr [Sha+15] as HP approximate adder. Synopsys Design Compiler was used to obtain delay estimations of the approximate
accelerators using the TSMC 65 nm technology library.
The proposed methodology does not have limitations in using other technology
libraries, as the selective error correction is performed at the RTL level. Also, although the applications tested in the scope of this chapter present, in general, a
similar data processing structure (a chain or tree of additions), other applications
where approximate adders are used can take advantage of the proposed methodology. Other approximate arithmetic functional units with selective and fine-grained
error detection and correction can be integrated to this methodology, as long as the
error correction does not degrade the savings achieved due to the approximations.
Figure 6.12 presents an exploration of different correction scenarios for approximate
accelerator designs of each of the applications mentioned above. As it can be
noticed, as the percentage of required re-computations is reduced, as an effect
of the selective error correction, the speedup of the accelerator decreases. The recomputations percentage corresponds to the percentage of the total accelerator invocations.
For these cases, W’s value for the Knapsack formulation was defined up to 100% of
the approximate accelerator’s original speedup, allowing an exhaustive evaluation
to be carried out.
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Figure 6.12: Error correction and its effect on re-computations and speedup for error-

tolerant applications. As the number of required re-computations is reduced, due to
selective error correction at the adder level, the accelerator’s speedup decreases.

Consider the particular case of the SAD accelerator. If a smaller value of W is
defined, for instance, 15%, which means that up to 15% lost in the speedup is
desired due to the correction, 21% of the required computations would be reduced
with a change of the accelerator speedup from 1.45× to 1.31×.
From the information in Figure 6.12, two other cases are interesting to notice. For
the Laplace filter, the speedup could be reduced to 1.0×, which means that no
benefit in the delay reduction due to approximations is achieved. For that case,
even 4% of re-computations are still needed to satisfy the accuracy constraint. By
limiting the maximum speedup degradation allowed, the ECAx methodology can
reduce the re-computations required while containing the accelerator speedup’s
degradation. Another case to point out is the Gaussian filter, which presents two
potential correction scenarios that can be used to achieve 0% re-computations
needed. However, each of them presents a different accelerator speedup. One is
1.10×, while the other is 1.06×. In any case, the one with a higher speedup is
desired.
The approximate accelerators with selective error correction at HP approximate
adder level, alongside an error predictor for the accelerator, were integrated into
a Tiger MIPS processor (as available in the LegUp tool [Can+13]), in an architecture similar to the one presented in Figure 6.4. As an error predictor, a linear
model-based predictor with a table-based predictor, as proposed in [Wan+16], were
implemented. For each application, the predictor was trained for a given error
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Figure 6.13: Application speedup improvement. An improvement in the speedup is

obtained due to selective error correction at the approximate adder level alongside a
prediction-based approach.

threshold using random input vectors from a uniform distribution, similar to the
accelerator’s input.
Modelsim simulations were used to estimate the required clock cycles for each implementation. With these values, a comparison of the applications’ overall speedup
improvement due to the reduction of re-computations can be performed. Figure
6.13 summarizes the best results obtained for designs explored corresponding
to the applications tested. As depicted in Figure 6.13, in general, it is possible
to obtain a speedup improvement when adding selective error correction to the
HP approximate adders to state-of-the-art prediction-based methods for accuracy
control. For a Laplace filter design, an improvement of 21% was achieved. For that
particular case, applying error correction to the most significant ED of two HP
approximate adders at the same level, and for an error threshold of ED ≥ 60, the
required re-computations were reduced to less than 2%.
As already discussed, when applying the selective error correction, as proposed by
the ECAx methodology, this correction impacts the approximate accelerator’s delay.
Although the detection is always active and the correction occurs on-demand, just
when an error is detected, it is considered that both detection and correction take
place for estimating the delay of the resulting approximate accelerator. Thus, no
delay variance is considered in determining the application speedup improvement.
Figure 6.14 shows the area and power overhead required for each of the solutions
presented in Figure 6.13. As can be noticed, up to 5% area overhead is required for
applying selective error correction at the approximate adder level compared to the
original area of the approximate accelerator. Regarding the total power overhead, it
was found between 3% and 7%. The increment in the area produces an increment
in static power consumption, but also, as these sections perform the error detection
and correction, they consume dynamic power.
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Figure 6.14: Area and power overhead. For the solutions presented in Fig. 6.13, up to

5% area overhead is required for applying selective error correction at the approximate
adder level. Power overhead ranges between 3% and 7%.
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Figure 6.15: Error distribution for a Gaussian filter example. For this example, errors

appear with higher ER for ED values lower than 80. However, those with high ED value
do trigger re-computations even for a high accuracy degradation allowed.

A more detailed case for a Gaussian filter as an approximate accelerator is presented
here. Particularly, it is evaluated the effect of selective error correction for one
specific accelerator design while the defined error threshold changes. Figure 6.15
depicts the error distribution for this particular design. As shown, the errors are
more present in a range between ED = 1 and ED = 80, with some errors between
ED = 125 and ED = 175 but with a low ER. According to a defined error threshold,
even errors with a low probability of occurrence will trigger re-computations.
Figure 6.16 shows how the required re-computations change as the defined error
threshold is modified. As expected, a higher percentage of the accelerator invocations are required to be re-computed as the tolerable error is small. For instance,
for a threshold of ED = 20, about 30% of the accelerator invocations require correction. As the error threshold is increased, this is a higher ED tolerable, there is
a reduction in the re-computations needed. It is interesting to notice that for an
error threshold between ED = 80 and ED = 120, the required re-computations
stay constant, as there is no increment in the number of errors for those values, as
shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.16: Effect of selective error correction for a Gaussian filter. As the error

threshold changes, a reduction in the required re-computations is experienced, even
eliminating the need of re-computations.

The required re-computations are reduced by applying this proposed methodology
with a predictor from the state-of-the-art to this Gaussian example. As shown in
Figure 6.16, for error thresholds between ED = 50 and ED = 120, the required
re-computations are reduced to basically 0%, compared to just using a predictionbased approach, which it varies from 7% up to 17%. For each error threshold, a
retraining of the predictor was considered.
As the error threshold changes, so do the application’s speedup, as depicted in
Figure 6.16. For most of the cases, by applying the proposed methodology, an
improvement in the speedup of the application is achieved. For the range between
ED = 90 and ED = 120, an increment of about 10% is accomplished, while for the
rage between ED = 40 and ED = 60, up to 21% speedup improvement is obtained.
Two particular remarks for this Gaussian filter approximate accelerator are worthy
of highlighting. First, as this methodology was applied for an error threshold of
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(a) Quality evaluated as PSNR metric for different error threshold.

(b) ED = 20 (31.00 dB)

(c) ED = 50 (25.83 dB)
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Figure 6.17: Resulting quality for a Gaussian filter example. Quality improves as

selective error correction, applied with the proposed methodology, is performed for
different error thresholds.

ED ≥ 130, no re-computations were saved. As ECAx explores these cases, it is
possible to achieve 0% of re-computations needed; however, this would reduce the
application’s speedup as the accelerator’s delay would be unnecessarily increased
for such a small of re-computations needed. As indicated in Figure 6.16 (faded
line), if error correction at the adder level is applied for such an error threshold, it
would potentially decrease the speedup up to 20%. The proposed methodology
can estimate such an impact, and it does not apply any selective error correction to
preserve the application speedup as high as possible.

Second, for ED ≤ 60 as an error threshold, additional error correction at HP
approximate adder level was required. Between ED = 70 and ED = 120, ECAx
found that applying one error correction to the most significant ED for a particular
HP approximate adder, it was possible to reduce the required re-computations to
nearly 0% and improve the application’s speedup. However, for an error threshold
between ED = 10 and ED = 60, the exploration performed found that an additional
correction was required for another HP approximate adder to reduce the recomputations. This improved the application’s speedup, and even though by
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(a) Quality evaluated as PSNR metric for different error threshold.

(b) ED = 50 (27.22 dB)
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Figure 6.18: Resulting quality for a Laplace filter example. As for the Gaussian filter

example, there is quality improvement for a Laplace filter as selective error correction is
applied for different error thresholds.

increasing the selective error correction, the delay of the accelerator was decreased,
the overall speedup of the application was raised.
Also, it is important to notice that for this particular design, an error threshold
of ED = 10 implies a significant reduction in the application speedup due to the
high number of re-computations required. Although our approach improves the
speedup, a redesign of the accelerator would benefit more of the approximations
by limiting the required accelerator re-computations from the design. This methodology does not consider modifying a given approximate accelerator design but
could potentially be extended to include it.
Figure 6.17a summarizes the effect of the ECAx methodology in the quality of the
images processed by this approximate Gaussian filter for different error thresholds.
As expected, the quality of the image improves as the error threshold is reduced. For
this approximate accelerator, and considering the cameraman test image, significant
quality improvement is observed for error thresholds of 40, 50, and 60, from PSNR
= 15.41 when no correction is applied to PSNR = 25 dB. This mainly occurs when
the required re-computations are near to 0%, and a maximum application speedup
is achieved, nearly 20%, compared to an only prediction-based approach (see
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Figure 6.16). Figures 6.17b, 6.17c, and 6.17d depict different output quality for the
cameraman test image at different error thresholds explored with the presented
methodology. In Figure 6.18, quality results for the Laplace filter case, described in
Section 6.1, are presented. As can be observed, by an error threshold around 50,
the noise in the image is not noticeable.

6.6 Summary
This chapter has presented ECAx, a methodology to selectively explore and apply
error correction in approximate accelerators. ECAx has demonstrated, for the first
time, the benefits of selective, fine-grained, and low-overhead error correction when
using HP approximate adders in approximate accelerator designs. The methodology presented proposes that by using selective error correction at the approximate
functional unit level, it is possible to reduce the required exact re-computations performed
by the host processor to keep the approximate accelerator accuracy at the output to a defined error threshold. This implies to find a balance between the cost of correcting
errors by software and hardware: reducing the required correction by software
while increasing the correction by hardware should not compromise the benefits
obtained due to approximations. Reducing these re-computations makes it possible
to improve the performance, as correction per software requires more time. The
evaluation performed shows that applying ECAx alongside a state-of-the-art error
predictor for approximate accelerators improves up to 20% the application speedup
compared to just using a predictor-based approach for accuracy control proposed
in previous work. Moreover, this methodology has shown its potential to provide
good trade-offs to improve the application speedup as the error threshold changes
for a specific approximate design.
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7
Conclusion

This chapter concludes this dissertation with a summary of the work presented,
and it provides promising future work directions.

7.1 Dissertation Summary
With the coming forth of Approximate Computing as an energy-efficient design
paradigm, many contributions have been made at the circuit level, particularly
proposing several approximate designs for adders and multipliers. The diversity
of these components impose a challenge when using them to design approximate
accelerators to speed up the execution of error-tolerant applications. From this
scenario, this dissertation has addressed the challenge of automated design of
approximate accelerators built with approximate arithmetic circuits. To achieve
it, this dissertation has presented different methodologies to enhance the design
space exploration and the generation of register-transfer level implementations of
approximate accelerators.
First, this dissertation introduced two frameworks to generate approximate arithmetic circuits (Chapter 3). One focuses on the generation of approximate adders
and multipliers from designs reported in the literature, for different bitwidth and
approximate configuration. The other focuses on netlist transformation techniques
for approximate logic synthesis. In both cases, the characterization performed
for the approximate circuits generated, regarding the error and circuit metrics
(area, delay, and power), is fundamental for the analytical models for accuracy and
resource estimations proposed within this work.
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Then, a compiler-driven methodology for accuracy estimation was introduced
(Chapter 4). A set of analytical models was defined to enable fast error propagation estimations for approximate designs, reducing the dependency of exhaustive
simulations, and allowing to assess the accuracy degradation when using approximate arithmetic circuits in accelerator designs. These models consider only the
error distribution of each approximate component used in the design to perform
the propagation estimations. The compiler-based methodology introduced allows
quick estimations by using software-level models of the accelerators and replacing
the accurate additions and multiplications by approximate ones through custom
pragma directives.

Later, a complete framework for the generation of approximate accelerators from
high-level descriptions was presented (Chapter 5). Analytical models for resource
estimations were introduced to complement those for accuracy estimations. These
additional models estimate the required area, delay, power, and energy of approximate accelerators’ designs without performing circuit synthesis. With these models,
a novel design space exploration methodology was proposed to find Pareto-optimal
solutions for a given error-tolerant application and set of approximate arithmetic
circuits. This exploration methodology was integrated into a high-level synthesis tool to generate accelerators from C code implementations of error-tolerant
applications automatically.

Finally, a method for balance the cost associated with error correction for approximate accelerators was presented (Chapter 6). Reported accuracy control
mechanisms employ re-computations, performed by the host processor, to correct those results produced by an approximate accelerator with an error above
a defined accuracy threshold. This undermines the performance improvements
achieved due to the approximations used. This dissertation presented a methodology for fine-grained, selective error correction at the component level, applied
to high-performance approximate adders. Although this error correction reduces
the accelerator delay and slightly increases the area and power consumption, the
overall balance improves the speedup of error-tolerant applications as the number
of required re-computations is significantly reduced.

Most of the contributions presented in this dissertation have been made opensource, allowing their use by the scientific community and further expansion and
improvement.
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7.2 Future Work
In the following, this dissertation shares three critical ideas for further research
directions motivated, in part, by the contributions of this work.

As presented in Section 2.2.3,
there is a mismatch between accuracy and quality in approximate computing,
starting from how these terms are understood. Even what really quality is must be
reconsidered for approximate computing [SBC15]. While most of the contributions
reported in the literature focus on designing accelerators, for instance, for a given
accuracy threshold, the quality of results is a by-product issue. In this sense, it is
necessary to develop top-down methodologies to bridge quality requirements into
specific accuracy constraints for a given application and input data set.
Bridging the gap between accuracy and quality.

From the accuracy perspective, current works have proposed top-down approaches.
For instance, the accuracy degradation is distributed or translated to a componentlevel accuracy [VMS19; ASP20]. This improves the selection, or generation, of
approximate components for a specific application, that at the end, will sum up to
satisfy the final required accuracy constraint. On the other hand, the on-demand
utilization of different instances of approximate implementations with fixed accuracy has been proposed [AGH20]. So, for a particular application, and according
to a workload and accuracy requirement, one approximate instance is selected to
meet the expected accuracy, while the other instances are switch off to save power.
However, to bring it the design of approximate accelerators to an applications’
quality-driven level, proving statistical guarantees for quality at the output, it is
required to close the bridge between current accuracy-driven design methodologies
for approximate accelerators and application quality constraints.

Since half a decade ago, the notion
of cross-layer approximate computing has been hanging around in the scientific
community [Sha+16; Pan+16]. Even though many efforts have been made to count
on disciplined approximate computing techniques at individual abstraction layers
of the computing stack, there are still many challenges to effectively have cross-layer
design methodologies.
Cross-layer accuracy and quality estimations.

One essential aspect towards true cross-layer approximate computing is the ability
to perform precise accuracy and quality estimations across the layers. This means
to be able to quantify the effect of approximations taking placed at different layers,
and their final accumulative effect in the application’s accuracy and quality. For
instance, it is required to understand how approximations performed at the circuit
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level, by approximate additions and multiplications in an approximate accelerator,
have an impact on the applications’ accuracy, when simultaneously approximations
are applied at software level [CSH20b] and in combination with approximations
applied at memory level [San+15]. Although approximations have been applied
at different abstraction layers trying to exploit optimizations visible at each level
[XS17], this has been done to design approximate circuit implementations with no
cross-layer error estimation considered.

Quality-driven design for end-to-end error-tolerant applications. One particular
area where little has been contributed is the development of methodologies to
design end-to-end approximate implementations of error-tolerant applications.
Most of the existing work has focused on individual sub-parts of a computing
system, such as the memory or the computing subsystem; this last one, for instance,
using approximate accelerators. However, more has to be investigated in this
direction to fully take advantage of approximate computing as an energy-efficient
design paradigm.

Currently, three contributions have shown promising results for end-to-end approximate implementations. In [RR18], a smart camera system example is presented
where approximations are applied to sensing, memory, processing, and communication subsystem, exploiting approximations at each stage synergistically. More
recently, in a similar direction, the case for approximate inference at the edge has
been depicted [GRR20]. In [Has+18], the example of an iris-scanning system is presented. In this case, a combination of approximate techniques at the software and
hardware level is applied to the focus assessment, iris segmentation, normalization,
and encoding stages to significantly reduce the required runtime and energy while
meeting the accuracy requirement of the iris encoding as defined by industry
standards.
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Automated Design of
Approximate Accelerators
With the emergence of the approximate computing paradigm,
many approximate functional units have been reported in the
literature, particularly approximate adders and multipliers. For a
plethora of such approximate circuits, and considering their
usage as building blocks for the design of approximate
accelerators for error-tolerant applications, a challenge arises:
selecting those approximate circuits for a given application that
minimize the required resources while satisfying a deﬁned
accuracy.
This work proposes automated methods for designing and
implementing approximate accelerators built with approximate
arithmetic circuits.

